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Aspartate& D! Asp! C4H7NO4!
!
Glutamate& E! Glu! C5H9NO4!
!
Lysine& K! Lys! C6H14N2O2!
!
Arginine& R! Arg! C6H14N4O2!
!
Histidine& H! His! C6H9N3O2!
!
Serine& S! Ser! C3H7NO3!
!




P a g e |!xx!!
!
Glutamine& Q! Gln! C5H10N2O3!
!
Asparagine& N! Asn! C4H8N2O3!
!
Tyrosine& Y! Tyr! C9H11NO3!
!
Alanine& A! Ala! C3H7NO2!
!
Valine& V! Val! C5H11NO2!
!
Leucine& L! Leu! C6H13NO2!
!
Isoleucine& I! Ile! C6H13NO2!
!
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!
Phenylalanine& F! Phe! C9H11NO2!
!
Tryptophan& W! Trp! C11H12N2O2!
!
Glycine& G! Gly! C2H5NO2!
!
Cysteine& C! Cys! C3H7NO2S!
!














The! present! study! focuses! on! the! stoichiometry! and! structural! effects! of! binding! of! Cu(I)! to! the!
natively! zinc!binding!MT! (SmtA)! from!the!cyanobacterium!Synechococcus#elongatus#PCC7942.!For!
this!purpose,!a!Cu(I)!titration!study!of!Zn4SmtA!was!anaerobically!performed!utilizing!!the!collective!
detection!of!ESIOMS,!!UVOVis!absorbance!!and!1HO15N!NMR!spectroscopy,!and!fully!exchanged!Cu(I)O
SmtA! was! also! generated! from! the! apoOprotein.! ESIOMS! data! confirmed! the! presence! of!
predominantly! monomeric! Cu7SmtA.! ! UVOvis! titrations! of! Zn4SmtA! showed! that! up! to! 7! Cu(I)!
displace! Zn(II)! from! the! protein,! which! was! further! studied! in! more! detail! by! Cu(I)! titrations! of!
Zn4SmtA! monitored! with! 1HO15N! and! 111CdO15H! NMR! spectroscopy.! The! extensive! NMR! analysis!
showed!the!unfolding!of!protein!on!Cu(I)!addition!with!absence!of!inertness!towards!Cu(I)!exchange!
and!that!the!protein!undergoes!significant!conformational!changes!on!Cu(I)!addition.!!














The! focus!of! the! research!undertaken!was! to! study! the!copper!binding!properties!of! two!
bacterial! metallothioneins! from! two! different! families! i.e.,! SmtA! from! cyanobacterium!
Synechococcus! and! MymT! from! pathogenic! Mycobacterium# tuberculosis.! This! chapter!
examines!the!contextual!and!conceptual!grounds,!which!underpin!this!research.!!
1.1 Metal&ions&in&biology&and&their&homeostasis&
Metal! ions! are! important! in! biological! systems! and! serve! as! critical! cofactors! in!
physiological! processes! such! as! respiration,! growth,! gene! transcription,! enzymatic!
reactions,!cell!production!and!immune!function.!Metal!ions!can!also!be!toxic!when!present!
at! higher! concentrations! and! therefore! metal! import/export,! trafficking! and! availability!
must! be! tightly! regulated! at! the! cellular! levels,! which! is! collectively! called! metal!
homeostasis! (Dean! et! al! 2012).! Metal! homeostasis! is! defined! as! the! preservation! of! an!
optimal! bioavailable! concentration,! facilitated! by! the! regulation! of! metal! uptake! and!
intracellular!trafficking!with!efflux/storage!processes!to!achieve!the!metal!ion!needs!of!the!








Changes! in! metal! homeostasis! cause! or! are! associated! with! various! diseases! including!
genetic! disorders,! degenerative! diseases,! cancer! and! diabetes.! Since! at! least! half! of! all!
enzymes! and! proteins! require!metal! ions! to! perform! their! functions! (Nelson! 1999),! it! is!
crucial! to!maintain!the!balance!of!such!essential!metals!because!higher!concentrations!of!
metal! ions! can! be! very! toxic! and! lower! concentrations! may! be! too! low! for! a! healthy!
organism!(Waldron!et!al!2009,!Blindauer!2013).!!
Metal!ions!can!be!categorized!as!essential!and!nonOessential!for!the!growth!of!an!organism.!
This! can! be! simply! explained! on! the! basis! of! the! Bertrand! model,! which! describes! the!
relationship! between! the! concentration! of! the! metal! and! the! response! of! an! organism!
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of!whether! it! is! essential! or! nonOessential,! can! be! hazardous! and! it! is! the! concentration,!
which!establishes!its!toxicity!(Mertz!1981,!Mertz!1998).!An!order!of!preference!for!thiolate!
containing! ligands! of! essential! and! nonOessential! metals! as! provided! by! IrvingOWilliams!
series!is!Mg!<!Ca!<!Mn!<!Fe!<!Co!<!Ni!<!Cu!>!Zn!(Foster!and!Robinson!2011).!!
1.2 Copper&in&biological&systems&
Copper! is!an!essential! trace!element!required!by!all! living!organisms!for!their!growth!and!
development! (Roberts! and! Sarkar! 2008).! It! plays! a! crucial! role! in! cell! metabolism! as! a!
cofactor!for!numerous!enzymes,!such!as!ceruloplasmin,!cytochrome!c!oxidase,!superoxide!
dismutase,! dopamineOβOhydroxylase,! tyrosinase,! and! lysyl! oxidase! (Cousins! 1985)! (Table!
1.1).!Copper!proteins!are!widely! involved!in!electron!transfer!reactions! in!the!presence!of!
oxygen,!because!of!the!favorable!redox!potential!of!Cu(II)/Cu(I)!(Crichton!and!Pierre,!2001).!




















Protein& Protein& Bacteria& Fungi& Animals& Plants&
Ethylene!receptor& Uses!Cu!as!a!cofactor!for!ethylene!signalling& ! ! ! X!
Oxidoreductases! ! ! ! ! !
Ascorbate!oxidase& Reduction!of!LOascorbate& ! ! X! !
DopamineO
monooxygenase& Tyrosine!metabolism& ! ! X! !
Galactose!oxidase& Reduction!of!galactose& ! X! ! !





! ! ! ! !
Cytochrome!c#oxidase& Necessary!for!the!last!step!of!respiration& X! X! X! X!
Plastocyanin& Electron!transfer!during!photosynthesis& X! ! ! X!
NADH!dehydrogenase& Electron!transfer!from!NADH!to!coenzyme!Q& X! X! X! X!






X! ! ! !
Free&radical&
scavenging& ! ! ! ! !
Cu/Zn!SOD& Free!radical!scavenging& X! X! X! X!
Oxidases! ! ! ! ! !





! ! X! !






! ! X! !
Multicopper!
ferroxidase& CuOdependent!iron!uptake& ! X! X! X!
Monooxygenases& ! ! ! ! !
Methane!



















Although! required! in! trace! amounts,! excess! copper! has! the! ability! to! generate! reactive!
oxygen!species!or!free!radicals!(Seth!et!al.!2004),!discussed!in!more!detail!in!section!1.2.2,!
which! oxidize! cellular! components! and! disrupt! cellular! metabolism! if! present! in! levels!







Soft!Acids! and!Bases! (HSAB)!principle! (Pearson!1968),! Cu(I)! is! a! soft! acid!while!Cu(II)! is! a!
borderline!acid.!So!the!copper!binding!sites!in!proteins!are!anticipated!to!be!dominated!by!
amino! acids! containing! side! chains! with! soft! or! borderline! ligands! i.e.,! amino! acids! with!
nitrogen!and!sulfur!donor!atoms!(e.g.!histidine,!cysteine,!methionine,!see!Figure!1.2)!would!
be!preferred!over!amino!acids!with!carboxyl,!hydroxyl,!or!primary!amine!side!chains!(as!in!
aspartate! and! glutamate,! serine,! threonine,! tyrosine,! or! lysine)! (Rubino! and! Franz! 2012).!!
The! coordination! chemistries! of! Cu(I)! and! Cu(II)! are! distinct,! with! Cu(I)! displaying! a!











The& characteristics& of& the& ligands& such& as& histidine& (strong&binder,& neutral& or& rarely& anionic,&
hydrophilic& with& Cu(II)& preferences,& cysteine& (anionic,& hydrophilic,& Cu(I)& preference& and&
methionine& (no& proton,& neutral,& hydrophobic,& weak& binder)& favoring& Cu(I)& binding,& oxygen&





protein! environment! and! coordination! to! metals).! Loss! of! first! proton! gives! a! neutral!
imidazole! nitrogen! donor! whilst! an! anionic! imidazole! is! formed! after! losing! the! second!
proton.!Imidazolate!with!two!nitrogen!donors!on!opposite!sides!of!the!ring!can!bridge!two!
metal! ions!as!seen! in!Cu,!Zn!superoxide!dismutase.!Cysteine!contains!a!proton! in! its! thiol!





to acquire it. Early life adjusted by excreting organic acids and strong
iron chelators (siderophores) to solubilize the metal, and developed
sophisticated methods by which to then obtain it [1]. Organisms
also evolved methods to sequester Fe3+ for later use, most notably
via ferritin, the ubiquitous iron storage protein [8].
The rise of O2 altered the redox chemistry of the environment. In
the absence of O2, life had adapted to reaction systems in the lower
portion of the redox potential spectrum, limited by the H2S/S and
H2/H+ potentials ranging 0.0 to−0.4 V at a pH of 7 [9]. The presence
of O2 increased the upper limit of the range to 0.8 V, leading to oxida-
tion and degradation of organic compounds and cellular components
vital for life. Soluble copper also proved hazardous to early life as it
can potentially replace essential metal cofactors, including Zn [10]
and Fe [11], in proteins, and catalyze the formation of reactive oxygen
species (ROS) that have been associated with DNA/RNA lesions, pro-
tein oxidation, and lipid peroxidation [12–16]. Oxygen would eventu-
ally transform from poison to a necessity as the ﬁnal electron acceptor
to produce ATP in aerobic respiration. Life would also evolve uses for
copper, thus transforming a potential poison into a useful and re-
quired cofactor. As a result, life evolved highly sophisticated networks
that would allow organisms to acquire, transport, sequester, and ex-
port copper to maintain requisite amounts while preventing accumu-
lation of toxic levels. In this review, we draw a distinction between
two very broad classes of copper proteins: (i) proteins that utilize
copper as a cofactor to carry out a speciﬁc function, and (ii) proteins
that transport copper as cargo. By exploring the metal–ligand coordi-
nation environments of these broad groups of proteins, we hope to
elucidate the chemical principles Nature uses to handle a toxic
cargo needed for essential function.
1.1. Metal–ligand coordination chemistry: copper aspects
Before examining different types of copper centers found in
cuproproteins, it is ﬁrst important to understand the principles of
metal–ligand coordination chemistry as they relate to the composi-
tion and geometries we should expect to ﬁnd. We will soon observe
that protein copper binding sites are dominated by histidine, cysteine,
and methionine residues, shown in Fig. 1. This occurrence is in agree-
mentwith the Hard and Soft Acids and Bases (HSAB) principle [17,18].
Applying HSAB to the metal of interest, we see that Cu(I) is a soft
acid while Cu(II) is borderline, thus, we would expect copper binding
sites to be dominated by amino acids containing side chains with soft
or borderline ligands. Amino acids with nitrogen and sulfur donor
atoms, histidine and cysteine and methionine, respectively, would
therefore be preferred over amino acids with hydroxyl, carboxyl, or
primary amine side chains, as found in serine and tyrosine, aspartate
and glutamate, and asparagine, glutamine, and arginine, respectively.
Metals exhibit preferences in binding geometry based on the
number of valence d electrons and the number and type of coordinating
ligands, s expla ned throu h the principles of ligand ﬁeld theory (LFT)
[19]. Based on LFT, differences in geometric preferences for Cu(I) and
Cu(II) are expected. Cu(I) is a d10 system and therefore does not expe-
rience, or have geometric preference based on, the ligand ﬁeld stabili-
zation energy (LFSE). It is often found coordinated by 2, 3, or 4
ligands in linear, trigonal planar, or tetrahedral geometries. Cu(II) is a
d9 system that exhibits geometric preferences based in part on LFSE.
It is often found coordinated by 4, 5, or 6 ligands, in square planar,
square pyramidal, or axially distorted octahedral geometries, respec-
tively, the latter being the res lt of Jahn–Teller distortion. Up n exam-
ination of many redox-active copper proteins that cycle between Cu(I)
and Cu(II) states, we will see that the metal is found predominately in
the tetrahedral geometry. Described as the entatic or rack state, the
high energy Cu(I) geometry that is imposed on the oxidized form of
the metal enhances its reactivity by increasing the redox potential
[20,21].
1.2. Metal–ligand coordination chemistry: ligand aspects
The ligands that predominate cuproproteins are the amino acid
side chains of histidine, cysteine and methionine. As we will explore
in the following sections, other amino acids also participate, but
these three are the most common. Histidine contains an imidazole
functional group that contains two nitrogens, both of which can be
protonated, with pKa values of ~6 and 14 for the free amino acid.
These values can be alt red by the protein environ ent a d by coor-
dination to metal ions. Loss of the ﬁrst proton provides a neutral im-
idazole nitrogen donor, whereas loss of the second proton provides
an anionic imidazolate. With two nitrogen donors on opposite sides
of the ring, imidazolate can bridge two metal ions. The thiol side
chain of cysteine also contains a proton (pKa ~8.5) that must be re-
moved so that the anionic thiolate becomes the active metal-
binding functionality. The thiolate sulfur can also bridge two metal
centers. Cysteines are redox active and can oxidize to form disulﬁde
cross-linked cystine. Methionine, in contrast, does not form cross
links and does not contain a protonatable side chain. Its thioether
functional group therefore provides a neutral sulfur donor that does
not have the same pH dependence as histidine and cysteine and is
less prone to oxidation than cysteine (although it can be oxidized
under some conditions to methionine sulfoxide and methionine sul-
fone). Themethionine side chain is also considerably more hydropho-
bic than the other two residues, a property that can inﬂuence solvent
accessibility and protein–protein contacts.
Another important feature of the ligand set (both its composition
and its geometric arrangement) is its inﬂuence on the reduction
Table 1
The solubility products of sulﬁde and hydroxide complexes of biologically relevant
metals at 25 °C.
Compound Formula Solubility product
Sulﬁdes
Manganese(II) sulﬁde MnS 3×10−15
Iron(II) sulﬁde FeS 6×10−16
Cobalt(II) sulﬁde CoS 8×10−23
Nickel(II) sulﬁde NiS 2×10−21
Copper(II) sulﬁde CuS 6×10−36
Copper(I) sulﬁde Cu2S 2×10−47
Zinc(II) sulﬁde ZnS 4.5×10−24
Hydroxides
Manganese(II) hydroxide Mn(OH)2 2.5×10−14
Iron(II) hydroxide Fe(OH)2 3×10−15
Iron(III) hydroxide Fe(OH)3 4×10−38
Cobalt(II) hydroxide Co(OH)2 5×10−15
Nickel(II) hydroxide Ni(OH)2 2×10−15
Copper(II) hydroxide Cu(OH)2 1.6×10−19




























Fig. 1. Summary of the chemical properties provided by histidine, cysteine, andmethionine
side chains relevant to binding copper.









donor! with! no! pH! dependence,! unlike! histidines! and! cysteines,! and! is! less! prone! to!
oxidation! (depending! on! conditions,! oxidation! to! methionine! sulfoxide! and! methionine!
sulfone! can!occur).! Furthermore,! the! side! chain!of!methionine! is!more!hydrophobic! than!
histidines! and! cysteines,! which! may! influence! solvent! accessibility! and! proteinOprotein!
interactions!(Rubino!and!Franz!2012).!!
The!preferences!of!metal! ions!in!binding!geometry!are!based!on!the!number!of!valence!d!
electrons!and!the!number!and!type!of!coordinating! ligands.!According!to!LFT! (ligand! field!
theory),! there! are! likely! differences! in! geometric! preferences! for! Cu(II)! and! Cu(I).!With! a!
filled! d10! system,! Cu(I)! does! not! exhibit! geometric! preferences! based! on! ligand! field!
stabilization! energy! (LFSE).!Hence,! it! is!mostly! coordinated!by! 2,! 3,! or! 4! ligands! in! linear,!
trigonal! planar! or! tetrahedral! geometries.! ! Cu(II)! with! d9! system! experiences! geometric!
preferences! based! in! part! on! LFSE! (ligandOfield! stabilisation! energy),! with! coordination!
numbers! 4,! 5! or! 6! in! square! planar,! square! pyramidal,! or! axially! distorted! octahedral!
geometries!respectively,!the!latter!as!result!of!JahnOTeller!distortion.!!
The! reduction! potential! of! a! metal! ion! depends! on! both! its! ligands! and! coordination!
number.!!Soft!donors!such!as!thiolates!lead!to!more!positive!reduction!potentials!and!may!
stabilize! Cu(I).! The! cytoplasm! is! a! reducing! environment! and! is! rich! in! thiolates! such! as!
glutathione,! which! is! also! capable! of! binding! Cu(I).! Therefore! copper! compounds! in! the!





being!oxidized,! this!may! result! in! formation!of! a! positively! charged!organic! radical!which!
may!furthermore!lead!to!formation!of!reactive!oxygen!species!(ROS).!The!major!toxic!effect!







Fenton! type! reactions,! leading! to! the! formation! of! hydroxyl! radicals! (OH⋅),! hydrogen!









have!been!associated!with! aging,! neurological! disorders! and! cancer! (Finkel! and!Holbrook!
2000,!Banci!et!al!2010,!Solioz!et!al!2010).!Although!oxidative! stress!has!been! reported! in#
vitro! as! a!mechanism!of! copper! toxicity,! another! possibility! responsible! for! primary! toxic!
effects!of!copper!in#vivo!was!suggested!by!Solioz!et!al!2010.!These!findings!were!based!on!
the! copper! specific! damage! of! ironOsulfur! clusters! of! an! enzyme! (isopropylmalate!
dehydratase)!in!E.#coli!both# in#vivo!and! in#vitro.!This!enzyme!of!the!branched!chain!amino!
acid!biosynthesis!pathway!contains!an! ironOsulfur!cluster,! from!which!copper!can!displace!
iron! under! anaerobic! conditions.! Copper! efflux! systems! as! well! as! cluster! repair! by!
assembly!systems!improve!cell!resistance!to!this!type!of!copper!toxicity!(Solioz!et!al!2010).!!
Cu(I)! ions!also!need!to!be!kept!away!from!metal!binding!sites!where!they!are!not!needed!
owing! to! the! higher! affinity! of! Cu(I)! compared! to! other! essential! metals! such! as! Zn(II)!
(Robinson! 2011,! Foster! and! Robinson! 2011).! For! these! reasons,! intracellular! copper!
concentrations!must!be!kept!extremely!low,!and!copper!trafficking!must!be!controlled!such!
that!copper! ions!are! transported! to!essential!enzymes,!but!cells!do!not!store!detrimental!







homeostasis! is! associated! with! diseases! such! as! Wilson! and! Menkes! disorders,! prion!








overview! of! important! proteins! involved! in! copper! homeostasis.! These! proteins! not! only!
ensure! the! transport!of! copper! to! the! correct!macromolecule! and! cellular! compartments!






















Protein& Function& Bacteria& Fungi& Animals& Plants&
Transcriptional&
regulators&
! ! ! ! !
Ace1& Transcriptional!activation!in!
high!Cu!conditions&
! X! ! !
CopY& Bacterial!Cu!
metalloregulatory!repressor&
X! ! ! !
CsoR& Bacterial!Cu!
metalloregulatory!repressor&
X! ! ! !
Mac1& Transcriptional!activator!in!
low!Cu!conditions&
! X! ! !
CueR& Bacterial!Cu!
metalloregulatory!repressor&
X! ! ! !
Mtf1& Metalloregulatory!
transcription!factor&
! ! X! !
Spl7& Transcriptional!activator!
responding!to!Cu!deficiency&
! ! ! X!




! X! X! X!
Ccs& Delivers!Cu!to!the!Cu/Zn!
SOD1&
! X! X! X!










! ! ! ! !
P1BOtype!ATPases& Cu+Oexporting!proteins& X! X! X! X!
Ctr& Cu+Oimporting!proteins& ! X! X! X!
!
A! representation! of! copper! regulation! and! trafficking! in! plants,! cyanobacteria,! GramO













In! the! plant! chloroplast,! copper! is! taken! by! PAA1/HMA6! and! carried! via! CCS! to! the!
thylakoid,! where! it! is! imported! through! PAA2/HMA8.! In! cyanobacteria,! CtaA! imports!
copper!and!Atx1!carries!it!to!the!thylakoid,!where!it!is!imported!through!PacS.!In!E.#hirae!(a!
GramOpositive! bacterium),! copper! CopA! or! a! nonspecific! pore! uptakes! copper! where! (in!
cytoplasm)! it! binds! to! CopZ,! which! delivers! copper! to! CopB! for! export,! or! to! the! CopY!
repressor!to!induce!the!cop!operon.!In!E.#coli!(a!GramOnegative!bacterium),!CopA!transports!
copper! from! the! cytoplasm! into! the! periplasmic! space,! where! it! can! be! oxidized! by! the!
multiOcopper!oxidase!CueO.!However!it!must!be!noted!that!E.#hirae!CopA!and!E.#coli!CopA!
(despite! of! the! same! name)! transport! copper! in! opposite! directions;! E.# coli! CopA! is!
functionally!equivalent! to!E.#hirae!CopB.!The!Cus! system!can!also!expel!Cu(I),!which! then!
delivered!to!the!efflux!system!by!the!soluble!protein!CusF.!In!the!periplasm,!PcoC!transport!
Cu(I)! to! PcoD,! which! leads! to! incorporation! into! the! multiOcopper! oxidase! PcoA.! The!
Plant chloroplast  Cyanobacteria 
Gram-negative bacteria Gram-positive bacteria



















































Early! observations! suggested! that! the! toxicity! of! free! Cu(I)! in! the! presence! of! hydrogen!
peroxide!may!be!used!by!the!human!immune!system!to!fight!bacterial!pathogens!(Prohaska!
and! Lukasewycz,! 1981,! Newberne! et! al,! 1968).! ! Although! copper! is! important! for! the!






process! of! phagocytosis.! Phagocytosis! is! an! essential! cellular! process! in! unicellular!
organisms!by!which!cells!or!phagocytes!engulf!and!ingest!other!cells!or!particles!to!form!a!
phagosome.! It! is!an! important!cellular! function,!which!allows!cells!to!take!up!nutrients!or!
act! as! a! defence!mechanism!against! infection!by!microorganisms! such! as! bacteria.! It! has!
hence!been!suggested!that!one!of! the!resistance!strategies! that!macrophages!employ! for!
killing!phagocytosed!bacteria!consists! in!the!loading!of!the!phagosomes!with!higher!levels!
















to! escape! immune! defence! mechanisms.! Although! antimycobacterial! therapy! exists,! the!
currently!available!drugs!are!only!partially!effective!because!of!the!impermeable!nature!of!
the!mycobacterial! cell!wall! (see! Figure! 1.4! for! detailed! comparison)! and! the! tendency! of!
Mtb!to!develop!resistance.!(Warner!and!Mizrahi!2006,!Warner!and!Mizrahi!2013).!!
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GramOpositive! and! GramOnegative! bacteria! differ! mainly! by! their! cell! wall! composition!
(Figure! 1.4! A,! B).! A! GramOnegative! bacterium! contains! a! cytoplasmic! membrane,! a! thin!
peptidoglycan!layer!which!is!more!thicker! in!gram!positive!bacteria.!A!characteristic!outer!
membrane,! that! contains! lipopolysaccharides! (absent! in! Gram! positive! bacteria)! on! the!
outside!and!phospholipids!on!its!inner!leaflets,!along!with!porins!(play!as!pores!for!specific!
molecules).! Periplasmic! space! is! a! space!between!peptidoglycan! layer! and! secondary! cell!
membrane.! Surface! layer! is! directly! attached! to! the! outer! membrane! instead! of!
peptidoglycan!layer.!Mtb!do!not!retain!crystal!violet!stain!well!and!classed!as!acid!fast!gram!
positive! (Figure! 1.4! C)! due! to! lack! of! outer! cell!membrane.! The! characteristic! cell!wall! is!
thicker,!hydrophobic,!waxy!and!rich! in!mycolic!acids.! It!contains!hydrophobic!mycolic!acid!
layer! and! a! peptidoglycan! layer! held! together! by! polysaccharides.! The! cell! wall!makes! a!
substantial! contribution! to! the! robustness! of! this! genus.! ! In! addition,! Mtb! has! the!
remarkable!capacity! to!survive!within! the!adverse!macrophage!environment!and!also! the!
ability! to! remain! viable! within! infected! hosts! for! prolonged! times! (Pieters! 2008,!
Jayachandran!et!al.!2013).&!
This! balance! of! Mtb! maintenance! within! macrophages! is! critical! in! understanding! Mtb!
pathogenesis,!and!the!characterization!of!the!environment!to!which!the!bacilli!are!exposed!
within! the!phagosomes! and!determination!of! the!bacterial! response! to! this! environment!
are! fundamental! to! understanding! how! M.# tuberculosis! is! such! a! successful! pathogen!
(Wolschendorf!et!al.!2011,!Rowland!and!Niederweis!2012).!!
1.4.2 Copper&trafficking&in&activated&macrophages&and&Mtb&
A! fundamental! component! of! the! immune! response! to! Mtb! is! the! interferon! (IFNOϒ)!
mediated! activation! of! macrophages! as! shown! in! Figure! 1.5.! ! IFNOϒ! serves! as! essential!
macrophage! activator! and! is! important! for! adaptive! immunity! against! infections.! This!
















The! phagosome! matures! after! activation! by! IFNOϒ! and! interacts! with! lysosomes.! Mtb!
withstands! phagosome! maturation! and! inhibits! phagosomeOlysosome! fusion! in! a! resting!
macrophage!which! results! in! a!mild! acidic! compartment! leading! to! exposure! to! reactive!
oxygen! intermediates! (ROI)! from!phagocyte!oxidase! (NOX2).!This!causes!Mtb!exposure!to!
protons!from!the!vacuolar!ATPase,!RNI!from!iNOS!and!ROI!from!NOX2.!However,!Mtb!has!
developed!mechanisms!not!only!to!cope!with!these!interdependent!forms!of!stress!but!also!
permitting! its! survival! within! the! acidic,! nitroOoxidative! phagolysosome! of! activated!
macrophages! (Ehrt! and! Schnappinger,! 2009).! Recent! in# vitro! experiments! with!
macrophages! have! shown! that! IFNOϒ stimulated! trafficking of! the! copper! transporter!
ATP7A! to!vesicles! that! fuse!with!phagosomes,! increasing! their! copper!content!along!with!




ROI and RNI can be bactericidal as they react with a wide
range of molecules, including nucleic acids, proteins,
lipids and carbohydrates. To counteract such stress, Mtb
uses a variety of molecules to either detoxify ROI and RNI
before they can cause harm or to repair the damage they
caused. In the following we review mechanisms involved
in Mtb’s ability to withstand ROI and RNI stress. For some
mechanisms the evidence that they are important during
an infection is incomplete and often effects of in ctivating
a single resistance mechanism may be masked by redun-
dancy. Notwithstanding, the importance of ROI and RNI in
control of Mtb and the importance of Mtb’s ability to resist
nitro-oxidative stress are evident.
Detoxification of ROI and RNI
Increased rates of mycobacterial diseases, including
tuberculosis in people with chronic granulomatous
disease, indicated a potential role for ROI in the control of
Mtb infection in humans (Bustamante et al., 2007). Mice
deficient in NOX2, however, were found to be relatively
resistant to tuberculosis (Adams et al., 1997; Cooper
et al., 2000; Jung et al., 2002). It has been suggested that
Mtb possesses resistance mechanisms to evade or
counter the phagocyte respiratory burst, thus masking the
impact of this antimicrobial defence (Ng et al., 2004). One
such resistance mechanism is mediated by the katG
product catalase-peroxidase, which decomposes H2O2
into water and oxygen. Mtb lacking katG (MtbDkatG)
exhibited no catalase activity and was hypersusceptible
to H2O2 in culture (Ng et al., 2004). The mutant failed to
grow in wt and iNOS-/- macrophages, but grew normally
in macrophages from NOX2-deficient mice (gp91phox-/-).
Similarly, MtbDkatG was virulent in mice lacking NOX2,
but attenuated in wt and iNOS-/- mice. Viability of MtbD-
katG declined rapidly between 2 and 4 weeks, but then
stayed stable until about 10 weeks post infection, when
the mutant resumed growth. This recrudescence is
unusual and the mechanism behind the transient attenu-
ation of MtbDkatG remains to be elucidated. As sug-
gested by the authors of that study, bacteria that survived
the initial impact of oxidative burst might have been
able to express alternative ROI-resistance mechanisms
or have cquired compensatory mutations. Notwithstand-
ing, this work demonstrated that Mtb’s catalase contrib-
utes to virulenc in a host that is capable of generating
ROI.
Superoxide dismutases catalyse the conversion of
superoxide anions to hydrogen peroxide and are impor-
tant for virulence in several bacterial pathogens, including
Helicobacter pylori (Seyler et al., 2001), Salmonella typh-
imurium (Fang et al., 1999) and Yersinia enterocolitica
(Igwe et al., 1999). Mtb contains two genes encoding
superoxide dismutases, sodA and sodC. SodC is a Cu,Zn
superoxide dismutase localized to the mycobacterial cell
envelope (Wu et al., 1998). Lack of sodC increases sus-
ceptibility of Mtb to superoxide, to the combination of
superoxide and nitric oxide and to killing by IFNg activated
murine peritoneal macrophages (Piddington et al., 2001).
In contrast, resting wt macrophages and IFNg-activated
NOX2-deficient macrophages did not kill MtbDsodC,
demonstrating that the Cu,Zn superoxide dismutase
contributes to Mtb’s resistance against oxidative burst
products generated by activated macrophages. SodC
transposon mutants were, however, not attenuated in
mice up to 60 days post infection (Piddington et al., 2001;
Sassetti and Rubin, 2003) and MtbDsodC was virulent in
guinea pigs (Dussurget et al., 2001). The importance of
the Cu,Zn superoxide dismutase during long-term chronic
infections has not been determined.
S dA, which uses iron instead f Cu,Zn, may compen-
sate for SodC to protect against the respiratory burst in
naïve macrophages and during mouse infections. SodA
appears to be essential for in vitro growth (Dussurget
Fig. 1. Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb) inside the macrophage. In resting macrophages, Mtb stalls phagosome maturation and inhibits
phagosome–lysosome fusion. As a consequence, Mtb resides in a mildly acidic compartment and is exposed to ROI from phagocyte oxidase
(NOX2). Upon immunological activation with IFNg the phagosome matures and fuses with lysosomes. This exposes Mtb to protons from the
vacuolar ATPase, RNI from iNOS and ROI from NOX2. Mtb has evolved mechanisms to counter these interdependent forms of stress and
allow its survival within the acidic, nitro-oxidative phagolysosome of activated macrophages.
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fact! that! copper! concentrations! were! significantly! increased! within! the! phagosomal!
compartment!of!macrophages!infected!with!M.#avium!(Wagner!et!al.!2005).!!
1.4.2.1 Copper&resistance&mechanisms&in&Mtb&
Transcriptome! analysis! recognized! 30! copper! responsive! genes! in!M.# tuberculosis,! which!
suggests!that!Mtb!experiences!critical!concentrations!of!copper!during! its! life!cycle!(Ward!
2008,! Wolschendorf! 2011).! ! For! instance,! the! CptV! gene! (rv0969)! is! a! part! of! copperO
induced! operon! organized! by! the! transcriptional! regulator! CsoR! and! possibly! encodes! a!
copper!specific!inner!membrane!efflux!pump!(Festa!et!al!2011,!Ward!2008,!Liu!et!al.!2007).!
CsoR,! also! referred! to! as! copper! sensitive! operon! regulator,! represents! a! new! class! of!
copper!responsive!regulators,!which!is!more!widely!distributed!in!prokaryotes!compared!to!
the! well! characterized! CueR! (from! E.# coli)! or! CopY! (from! E.# hirae).! The! transcriptional!
regulator!CsoR!binds!to!equimolar!amounts!of!Cu(I)!using!two!cysteines!and!one!histidine!
for! coordination.!ApoOCsoR! represses!cso! (copper! sensitive!operon,! induced!by!Cu(I))! and!
allows! transcription!of! the!operon!by! losing! its!affinity! to! its!operator!after!Cu(I)!binding.!
CsoR!in!Mtb!regulates!its!own!promoter!and!expression!of!cso#(Festa!et!al.!2011,!Rowland!
and! Niederweis! 2012).! In! addition,! MctB! (Rv1698),! a! poreOforming! outer! membrane!




Furthermore,! RicR,! a! further! copperOsensing! repressor! was! also! identified! and! a! role! in!
protection! against! copper! toxicity! was! suggested.! RicR! has! been! shown! to! repress! gene!
expression! under! low! copper! concentrations,! whilst! excess! copper! exposures! leads! to!








mymT).! Based! on! the! fact! that! RicR! regulates! various! genes! exclusively! in! pathogenic!
Mycobacteria,# it!was!proposed!that! these!genes!may!be!required! for!growth!and!survival!
within! the!host! (Festa!et.!al!2011).!However,! the! role!of! these!proteins! (except!MymT)! is!
not!clear,!but!it!may!be!assumed!that!the!proteins!encoded!by!these!genes!are!important!










Copper% uptake% stimulated% by% Inflammatory% agents% (e.g.,% lipopolysaccharides)% after% inducing% the% expression% of% Cu(I)% importer% Ctr1% at% the% plasma%
membrane.% Cytoplasmic% copper% is% bound% to% copper% chaperone%ATOX1% to% transport% Cu(I)% to%ATP7A% copper% pump%on%Golgi%network% to% deliver% Cu% to%
copper%requiring%proteins.%Under%copper%stress,%ATP7A%transported%to%the%membrane%for%copper%export.%Ctr1%and%ATP7A%expression%increases%with%the%
maturation% and% activation% of% phagolysosome% and% ATP7A% is% trafficked% to% the% phagolysosomal% compartment,%where% it% delivers% copper.% The% NADPH%
oxidase%(NOX)%produces%superoxide,%which%generates%hydrogen%peroxide,%the%bactericidal%strength%of%which%is%increased%via%translation%to%the%hydroxyl%













1.4.3 MymT: the first copper binding bacterial metallothionein  
MymT, discovered by Gold et al. in 2008, is encoded by mymT, which is the only 
characterized gene regulated by RicR. The expression of mymT gene was induced in the 
presence of copper, a characteristics of metallothioneins, which suggested its role to 
protect the bacterium from copper toxicity. It is the only copper binding bacterial 
metallothionein to be identified to date.  
 
Figure 1.7 Amino acid sequence of MymT 
Amino acid sequence of MymT with terminal methionine. MymT contains seven cysteines 
(Yellow) and two histidines (Blue), which may be involved in metal binding. 
 
Biochemical characterization of the MymT protein revealed a mass of approximately 4.9 
kDa and that the expression can be induced by zinc, copper, cadmium, nickel and cobalt 
with the exception of manganese in wild type Mtb. However, zinc was not a strong inducer 
of mymT mRNA transcription and no zinc sensitivity was observed in Mtb ∆mymT mutant in 
contrast to what is reported for smtA mutant of Synechococcus (Turner et. al 1993, Gold et 
al. 2008). Furthermore, the copper hyper-susceptibility of Mtb ∆mymT mutant was similar 
to that of the cup1 mutant of the S. cerevisiae (Hamer et al. 1985, Gold et al. 2008). It has 
been suggested that mildly acidic conditions, nitric oxide production, cell wall perturbation, 
oxidative stress and reactive oxygen intermediates can also induce MymT expression.  This 
is based on the observation that increases of ~1000-fold abundance of mymT transcripts 
was induced by ROI, RNI and SDS. However, the fact that the ∆mymT mutants were not 
hypersensitive to these stressors, led to the conclusion that there was a, higher redundancy 
of   Mtb’s   defence   against   NO,   SO   and   SDS   than   redundancy   against   copper.   It   is   also  
possible that some of the other stimuli involved in increased mymT expression exert their 









This! resulting! free! copper!was! assumed! to! activate! a! common! route! for! the! induction!of!
mymT! (Gold!et!al.!2008).!These!observations!were!further!rationalized!by!considering!the!
role!of!CsoR,!a!mymT! regulator,! that! represses! the!mymT! transcription! in! the!absence!of!
copper!and!allows!mymT! transcription!by! liberating!an!operator!site!as!consequence!of!a!
conformational!change!resulting!from!copper!binding!(Gold!et!al.!2008).!!
Studies! on! recombinant! and! chemically! synthesized!MymT! indicated! that! it! has! a! higher!
affinity!for!copper!compared!to!zinc!(Gold!et!al!2008,!Robinson!2008).!However,!although!
mass! spectrometric! studies! were! conducted! in! the! original! study,! the! metal! binding!
capacity!of!MymT!has! remained!unclear,!and! the!composition!and!structure!of! the!metal!




Metallothioneins! (MTs)! are! small! mostly! intracellular! proteins! found! in! vertebrates,!
invertebrates,! fungi! including! yeast,! and! some! bacteria,! which! are! characterized! by! high!
cysteine!contents! (Kägi!and!Kojima!1987,!Vasák!2005).!Exposure!of!an!organism!to!Zn(II),!
Cu(I),!Cd(II)!and!Hg(II)!ions!often!results!in!induction!at!the!transcriptional!level!of!rapid!de!
novo! synthesis! of! one! or! more! metallothioneins,! to! bind! metals! (Saquibb! et! al,! 1977,!
Bremner!and!Young!1976,!Andersen!and!Weser!1978,!Ohi!et!al,!1981,!Durnam!et!al,!1981).!!




1957! whilst! studying! cadmium! binding! proteins! in! horse! kidney! cortex! (Margoshes! and!
Vallee! 1957).! It! was! later! isolated! as! a! cadmiumRbinding! cysteineRrich! protein! containing!












classes;!mammalian!MTs! and!other! vertebrate!MTs! form! classRI,! and! contain! 20! cysteine!







are! classified! into! two! groups;! ZnRThioneins! and! CuRThioneins,! based! on! metal!
stoichiometries,!and!spectrophotometric!and!spectrometric!properties!of!the!recombinant!
product! (Capdevila! et! al.! 2010,! Capdevila! and! Atrian! 2011),! a! concept! reviewed! further!

















Metallothioneins! can! exist! in! three! different! forms! in! vivo! i.e.,! metallated! or! holo! form!
(metallothionein),!metal!free!or!apoRform!(thionein)!and!oxidized!form!(thionin)!(Jacob!et!al!
1998,!Krezel! and!Maret!2007).!Due! to! the!wide!diversity! and!occurrence! in! almost! every!
phylum,!metallothioneins! are! reported! to!play! very!diverse!and! critical! roles! in!biological!
systems.! ! The! biological! functions! of!MTs! include! zinc! and! copper! regulation,! as! well! as!
detoxification!of!toxic!metals!and!removal!of!free!radicals.!!
MT! synthesis! induction! is! stimulated! by! such! factors! as! metallic! ions,! free! radicals! and!
oxidative! stress! (Akashi! et! al.! 2004;! Thornalley! et! al.! 1985),! drought,! osmotic,! and!
temperature!stresses!in!plants!(Chatthai!et!al.!1997),!which!suggests!involvement!of!many!
MTs! in! stress! responses.! In! addition,! a! number! of!mammalian!MTs! have! been! linked! to!
immune!responses.!Furthermore,!in!mammals!downRregulation!of!MTs!has!been!associated!
with! neurodegenerative! disorders! such! as! Alzheimer’s! disease! (Aschner! and!West! 2005)!
and!amyotrophic!lateral!sclerosis!(Ono!et!al.!2006;!Tokuda!et!al.!2007).!Mammalian!MTs!are!
best! characterized! so! far,! although! tertiary! structures! of! some! class! II! MTs! are! also!
published!(as!shown!in!Table!1.3).!The!bacterial!CuRMTs!have!been!discovered!only!recently!
(Gold! et! al.! 2008)! and! are!underRstudied!MTs!with! likely! distinct! properties! compared! to!























structure! e.g.,! CXC! and!CXXC!motifs! (where!X! is! any!neighbouring! amino! acid!other! than!
cysteine,!C).!In!addition,!CC!and!CCC!arrangements!are!also!common!in!MTs!(Blindauer!and!
Leszczyszyn!2010).!Another!common!characteristic!of!MT!primary!structure! is!the!scarcity!
of! aromatic! and! hydrophobic! amino! acids! such! as! Trp! and! Phe,! which! are! related! to!
structural!rigidity!of!other!proteins!whilst!presence!of!Gly!and!Ala,!which!are!abundant! in!
MTs,! provide! structural! flexibility.! However,! histidine! is! found! in! bacterial! and! some!
invertebrate! and!plant!MTs! and! some!mammalian!MTs! also! contain! Phe! and! Tyr! in! their!
amino!acid!chains.!A!lack!of!elements!of!secondary!structure!was!also!reported!previously,!
although!plant!MTs! and!bacterial! SmtA! contain! some!βRsheets! and! to! a! lesser! extent,!αR
helices!(Freisinger!2011,!Blindauer!et!al.!2007,!Blindauer!et!al.!2002,!Blindauer!et!al.!2001).!!
The! 3D! structures! of! MTs! depend! on! metal! ions! and! their! coordination! to! the!
corresponding!ligands!(Figure!1.8).!However,!lack!of!aromatic!and!hydrophobic!amino!acid!
residues,!high!glycine!content!and! low!complexity!of!primary!sequence!make! the! tertiary!
structure! determination! of! MTs! rather! hard.! This! is! obvious! when! searching! for!
metallothioneins! in! the!Protein!Data!Bank! (PDB),!as! it!contains!only!32!records!of!MTs!of!












Cup1% (pdb% 1rju)% containing% eight% copper% ions,% (C)% Mammalian% rabbit% MT2% (α% domain,% pdb%























PDB% entries% of% 19% 3D% structures% for% 14%MTs% found% in% vertebrates% and% invertebrates.% Table%
adapted%from%Blindauer%and%Leszczyszyn%2010).%
















Mouse%MT3% Cd4!(α)MT3! NMR! 1ji9!
Zangger!et!al!
2001.!
Rabbit%MT2A% Cd4!(α),!Cd3!(β)!MT2A! NMR! 1mrb,!2mrb!
Arseniev!et!al!
1988.!























MTA% Cd6MTA! NMR! 1qjk,!1qil! Riek!et!al.!1999!
Wheat%Ec% Zn4REc! NMR! 2kak!
Peroza!et!al.!
2009.!








































In! Table! 1.3,! eight! further! entries! belong! to! three! structures! for! invertebrates!MTs!with!
structural! resemblance! to! vertebrate! MT! structures! (crab,! lobster,! sea! urchin).! The!










Metal! ions! bind! to! MTs! predominantly! through! sulfur! coordination! from! the! cysteine!
residues! forming! clusters! containing! terminal! and! bridging! thiolates.! For! divalent! metal!
ions,! one! of! the! basic! cluster! compositions! is! M3Cys9! in! which! a! six! membered! ring! is!
formed!by!the!coordination!of!three!metal! ions!with!three!bridging!sulfur!ligands.!Each!of!
the!three!metal!ions!is!bound!to!two!further!sulfurs!resulting!in!six!terminal!thiolates!(such!
clusters! are! found! in! the! soRcalled! βRdomains! of! vertebrates,! crustaceans! and!
echinoderms).!!!
Another! common! cluster! motif! is! M4Cys11! found! in! the! αRdomain! of! vertebrate! and!
















Structural% arrangement% of% metal% clusters% in% MTs% containing% divalent% metal% ions% such% as%
cadmium% or% zinc% (purple% balls)% bound% to% cysteines% (yellow% balls)% or% histidines% (Blue% balls)%
(Adapted%from%Blinduaer%et%al%2001,%Loebus%et%al.%2011).%%
!
For!monovalent!metal! ions! such!as!Cu(I)!and!Ag(I),!a!M7R8Cys10! cluster! structure!has!been!
reported! for! a! copper! binding! metallothionein! (Cup1)! from! yeast! and! hence! the! only!
copper! binding! MT! cluster! structure! published! so! far! (the! structure! for! the!Neurospora!
crassa!MT!does!not!contain!metal!ionRspecific!information).!In!the!XRray!crystal!structure!of!
Cup1,!six!metal!ions!of!this!cluster!bind!to!the!sulfurs!forming!trigonal!planar!sites!and!two!






















































The!prominent! feature!of! this!cluster!arrangement! is! that! it! lacks! terminal! thiolates,!with!
each! thiolate! forming! two! or! three! bridging! bonds! with! Cu(I).! Other! observed! but! not!
structurally! characterized! CuRthiolate! clusters! are! Cu6Cys9! and! Cu6Cys11! in! rabbit! liver!































































one! of! the! major! metalRtransport! systems,! which! might! be! used! by! newly! synthesized!
protein! as! a! source! of! copper! (Aggett! 1999,! Petering! et! al,! 1986),! although! this! idea! has!
been!mostly! replaced!by! the!discovery!of! copper! chaperones.!Metallothionein!binding! to!
copper! is,! however,! thought! to! play! a! protective! role! by! suppressing! copper! toxicity!
because! copperRmetallothionein! reduces! the! ability! of! the! metal! ions! to! participate! in!
harmful!intracellular!interactions.!!
1.5.3.1 Effect%of%pH%and%Cu(I)%speciation%%
























bacterial! metallothioneins! of! the! BmtA! family,! and! copper! binding! MymT,! which! are!
exclusively! found! in! pathogenic! mycobacteria.! First! discovered! in! cyanobacteria,! it! was!
suggested!that!BmtAs!deal!with!altered!metal!availability,!toxicity!and!utilization!(Robinson!
et! al.! 1990,! Shi! et! al.! 1992).! Initially,! prokaryotic! metallothionein! was! isolated! from! the!
marine! cyanobacterium!Synechococcus! RRIMP!N1! that!had!a!high!percentage!of! cysteine!






In! Synechococcus! PCC7942,! SmtA! is!most! strongly! induced! by! Zn(II),! suggesting! it!mainly!





RNA!polymerase! to! initiate! transcription,!whilst!apoRSmtB!represses!smtA! transcription! in!
the!absence!of!zinc!(Morby!et!al.!1993,!Robinson!et!al.!2001).!!
Although!fulfilling!a!number!of!the!criteria!(as!described!in!section!1.5.1)!for!being!classified!
as! an!MT,! SmtA! (from!Synechococcus! PCC7942)! has! a! number! of! distinct! features.! It! not!
only!contains!a!smaller!amount!of!cysteine!residues!(16%)!than!mammalian!MTs!(33%),!but!
also! has! two! tyrosine! and! three! histidine! residues,! and! two! of! the! latter! are! involved! in!












Sequence% of% SmtA% showing% four% metal% binding% sites% and% the% residues% involved% in% metal%
coordination.% The% yellow% and% blue% colors% are% used% to% highlight% the% cysteine% and% histidine%
residues%respectively%(adapted%from%Blindauer%et%al%2001).%
!
SmtA! has! a! wellRdefined! backbone! for! a! significant! part! of! the! protein! (residues! 6—40)!
followed!by!a!more!flexible! loop!region!(41—45)!which!was!evident!from!absence!of! long!




contains! wellRdefined! secondary! structure! elements! with! a! short!αRhelix! from! GluR34! to!
GlyR39!along!with!two!small!antiparallel!βRsheets!formed!by!residues!ValR7,!LysR8,!AsnR17,!




two! metalRbinding! His! residues! (and! its! confirmed! biological! function)! the! main! feature!
leading!to!the!prediction!that!SmtA!would!display!ZnRthionein!character.!



















(Blindauer! et! al.,! 2003).! This! result! had! been! surprising! because! the! metal! ions! in! MTs!
reported! to! date! were! kinetically! labile! and! prone! to! rapid!metal! exchange.! In! addition,!











































site!A! is! surrounded!by! elements! of! secondary! structure! (i.e.,! αRhelix! and! antiRparallel! βR
sheets)!absent!in!mammalian!MTs,!which!shield!CysR9!from!surface!attack.!The!metal!in!site!
A! is! protected! from! the!other! side!by! the! three!other!metal! ions;! the! fact! that!no!metal!
exchange! could! be! detected! even! after! prolonged! incubation! times! suggested! that! intraR
molecular!exchange!did!also!not!take!place!in!the!fully!formed!M(II)4!cluster.!This!important!









The! current! project! concerns! the! copper! binding! properties! of! two! bacterial!
metallothioneins!from!two!different!families.!SmtA!is!clearly!a!ZnRMT,!as!Zn!is!the!strongest!
inducer!of!SmtA!expression,!and!because! it! contains!a! zincRfinger,!and!MymT! is!a!CuRMT,!
considering! that! it! is! part! of! a! copper! regulon! (RicR).! Although,! there! is! clear! data! on!








assignment! as! ZnRthionein! (SmtA)! and! CuRthionein! (MymT),! and! it! will! be! interesting! to!
compare!the!behavior!of!these!two!proteins.!
MymT! displays! little! amino! acid! homology!with! other! known! eukaryotic! and! prokaryotic!
MTs.!However,! it!has!a!CysRXRHisRXRXRCysRXRCys!motif! similar! to!a!motif! found! in!bacterial!
SmtA,! but! a! second! motif! CysRHisRCysR(X)2RGR(X)2RTyrRArgRCysRThrRCys! is! unique! to! MymT!




Alignment% for% the%amino%acid% conservation%between%MymT%and%SmtA.%Conservation% scoring%




semiRconservation! of! the! first! four! metal! binding! residues! (Cys! and! His)! and! some!
conservation! of! other! residues.! The! CHC! insertion! in!MymT! dissects! the! beta! hairpin! of!
SmtA!and! little!conservation! is!observed! in! that! region,! so! it! is!highly!unlikely! that!MymT!




for! reconstitution! of! bacterial! metallothioneins,! i.e.,! SmtA! from! Synechococcus! PCC7942!
Results colour-coded for amino acid conservation
The current colourscheme of the alignment is for amino acid conservation.
The conservation scoring is performed by PRALINE. The scoring scheme works from 0 for the least conserved alignment position, up to 10 for the most conserved alignment position.
The colour assignments are:
Unconserved 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Conserved
. . . . . . . . . 10 . . . . . . . . . 20 . . . . . . . . . 30 . . . . . . . . . 40 . . . . . . . . . 50
SmtA ----TSTTLV KCACEPCLCN VDSLAI---D RNG-LYYCSE ACADGHTGGS
MymT MTNYEAGTLL TCSHEGCGCR VRIEVPCHCA GAGDAYRC-- TCGDELAPVK
Consistency0000362**6 3*60*1*0*4 *221510002 22*03*2*00 4*4*214114


























metal! homeostasis! is! crucial! for! virulence! of! M.! tuberculosis,! obtaining! information! on!















All! reagents! and! chemicals! used! in! this! study,! unless! stated! otherwise,! were! purchased!
from! Fisher! Scientific! (Loughborough,! Leicestershire,! UK)! and! SigmaRAldrich! (Gillingham,!
Dorset,! UK).! All! chemicals! were! of! the! highest! grade! available! for! use! in! analytical! or!
chemical!biology! studies!and!used!without!any! further!purification.! Each!experiment!was!
repeated!atleast!three!times!to!establish!reproducibility.!
2.2 %Buffers%
All! buffers! used! in! this! study!were! prepared! from!nitrogen!purged!distilled!water! (dH2O,!

















The% Cu(I)% ion% in% Tetrakis% (acetonitrile)Cu(I)hexafluorophosphate% is% coordinated% with% four%





into! pET29a! (Blindauer! et! al! 2002)! donated! by!N.! Robinson,!Newcastle!University)! (1! μL)!
was! added! to! a! 50! μL! aliquot! of! competent! cells! (DH5α! strain! for! plasmid! storage! and!
amplification,! and! BL21(DE3)! pLys! for! protein! expression)! and! incubated! on! ice! for! 5!
minutes.!The!cell/DNA!mix!was!heatRshocked!for!30!seconds!at!42!°C!and!then!incubated!on!
ice! for!2!minutes.!250!μL!of! sterile! LB!medium!was!added! to! the! transformation!mixture!
and!placed!in!a!shaker!incubator!for!45!minutes!at!37!°C!at!180!rpm.!Agar!plates!selective!
for!34!μg!mL–1!chloramphenicol!and!50!μg!mL–1!kanamycin!were!used!as!a!growth!medium!























The! expression! cultures! (0.6! L,! selective! for! the! same! antibiotics! and! concentration! as!
above)!were!inoculated!1:100!(v/v)!with!cells!from!the!starter!cultures!and!grown!at!37!°C!
until!an!OD600!of!~!0.7!was!achieved.!Protein!expression!was!induced!with!the!addition!of!




In! order! to! perform! heteronuclear! NMR! studies,! the! incorporation! of! 15N! into! the! SmtA!














Chemicals! Na2HPO4! KH2PO4! NaCl! 15NH4Cl! Glucose! MgSO4.7H2O! CaCl2.2H2O! Thiamine! FeSO4.7H2O!
Quantity!
used%(g)!
12.8! 3.0! 0.5! 1.0! 2.0! 0.494! 0.015! 0.010! 0.010!
!
2.5.3 Cell%disruption%
The! resulting! cell! pellet! from! protein! expression! was! reRsuspended! in! 3! mL! g–1! of! the!
sonication!buffer!(50!mM!TrisRCl,!0.1!M!KCl,!3!mM!DTT,!1!mM!ZnSO4!and!150!μL!protease!





The!volume!of!protein! solution! (supernatant)!was!measured!and!an!equal! volume!of! iceR
cold! ethanol:chloroform! (100:8),! added! dropRwise,! was! used! to! precipitate! undesired!
contaminants.!The!mixture!was!centrifuged!at!5000!×!g! for!10!minutes.!Three!equivalent!
volumes!of!iceRcold!ethanol:chloroform!were!then!added!dropRwise!(with!stirring!on!ice)!to!
the! resultant! supernatant.!The!mixture!was!centrifuged!again! for!10!minutes!at!5000!×!g!











prep! grade,! Amersham! Biosciences)! for! further! purification.! Proteins! were! isocratically!
eluted!with!20!mM!ammonium!hydrogen!carbonate!buffer!(pH!8.4)!with!a!flow!rate!of!0.5!




was! run! according! to! the! protocols! set! out! in! the! “protocols! and! applications! guide”!
(Promega!1996).! Samples!were!made!up!by!mixing! in!1:1! Laemmli!Buffer! (Sigma!Aldrich)!
and! then! placed! in! a! heating! block! at! 80! °C! for! 5!minutes.! The! denatured! samples!were!
then! vortexed! gently! for! 5! seconds! and! loaded!onto! the! gel! (15!μL).! Electrophoresis!was!






change! of! methanol! and! then! gels! were! soaked! in! distilled! water! for! 10! minutes! (with!




with! 75!mL! of! distilled!water.! After! gels! had! been! stained! for! the! given! time,! they!were!











25!μM!protein! samples!were!prepared! in! 10!mM!ammonium!hydrogen! carbonate!buffer!
(pH!8.5)!with!10%!(v/v)!methanol,!for!the!acquisition!of!mass!spectra!for!fully!metal!loaded!
protein.! However,! in! the! case! of! Zn4SmtA,! acidification! of! the! sample! mixture! with! 1%!
formic!acid!was!required!to!obtain!protein!in!the!apo!form.!Mass!spectra!were!recorded!on!








Protein! concentration! was! estimated! using! UV! absorbance! at! 280! nm! using! the! BeerR
Lambert! Law! (equation! 1)! where! A! is! the! absorbance! at! 280! nm,! ε! is! the! extinction!
coefficient! (M–1! cm–1),! l! is! the! path! length! of! the! cuvette! (cm)! which! is! 1! cm! and! c! the!
concentration!(mol!L–1).!
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Ellman’s! reagent! i.e.! 5,5’RdithiobisR(2Rnitrobenzoic! acid)! or! DTNB! forms! a!mixed! disulfide!
with! thiols,! releasing! the! chromophore! 5RmercaptoR2Rnitrobenzoic! acid! (absorption!




ICPROES! (inductively! coupled! plasmaRoptical! emission! spectroscopy)! is! a! type! of! emission!
spectroscopy,!which! is! used! to! detect! the! trace!metals! (with!moderate! to! low! detection!





on! a! Perkin! Elmer! Optima! 5300V.! All! samples! were! evaluated! for! Cu,! Zn,! Cd! and! S.!
Standards! 0.2—2! ppm!were! prepared! from!high! grade! 10,! 000! ppm! stocks! and! used! for!
calibration.! The! ICPROES! data! (in! mg/L;! ppm)! were! divided! by! the! appropriate! atomic!
masses!of!respective!elements,!which!give!the!concentration!in!mM!of!the!given!element!in!
the!sample.!The!protein!concentration!was!obtained!by!dividing!the!sulfur!concentration!by!



















M!HCl.! 250!µL! of! 1M!HCl!was! added! rapidly! to! the! 2.25!mL!of! protein/DTT! solution! and!
mixed!gently.!The!resulting!solution!was!applied!to!the!PD10!column!and!the!flow!through!
was! collected.! 3.5!mL! of! 0.01M!HCl!were! then! added! to! the! column! and! the! eluate!was!




was!swirled! in!a!Dewar!of! liquid!nitrogen!to!form!thin! layers! inside!the!flask!before!being!
placed! onto! dry! ice! and! attached! to! a! high! vacuum! line.! The! flask! was! left! under! high!
vacuum! (using! Vac! line)! until! all! solvent! had! been! removed.! The! resulting! lyophilised!












To! reconstitute,! the! freeze! dried! metal! free! protein! was! dissolved! to! a! protein!
concentration!of!15!mgmL–1!in!10!mM!NH4HCO3!buffer!(pH!7.6)!containing!2%!(vol/vol)!βR
mercaptoethanol,! and! a! 7Rfold! molar! excess! of! copper(II)! acetate! was! added.! βR
mercaptoethanol! was! anticipated! to! reduce! copper! to! its! monovalent! state.! The!
protein+metal! solution! was! incubated! for! 30!minutes! at! room! temperature! in! the! glove!
box.! The! CuRsubstituted! protein! was! desalted! on! aPDR10! column! equilibrated! with!!
NH4HCO3! (10!mM)!and! lyophilized.! The! freezeRdried!CuRsubstituted!protein!was! stored!at!
−80!°C until further utilization. 
2.9.4 Preparation%of%111Cd4%SmtA%
Zn4SmtA!was!recombinantly!produced!according!to!the!method!described!in!section!2.4.3.!
The! protein! concentration! was! calculated! by! Ellman’s! assay! and! from! the! zinc:sulfur!
concentration! measured! by! ICPROES.! 111Cd4SmtA! was! prepared! based! on! a! procedure!
summarized!in!(Blindauer!et!al!2001)!with!slight!modifications!as!described!in!section!2.9.1.!
To! the! apoRprotein! fraction! (in! 0.01!M!HCl)! eluted! from!a! PDR10! column,! a! 4Rfold! excess!
(with! respect! to! protein! concentration)! of! 111CdCl2!was! added.! The! pH!was! raised! to! 7.3!














All! reagents! used! were! of! analytical! grade! or! high! purity.! Buffers! were! prepared! with!
nitrogenRpurged!MilliQ!water!(Millipore).!!
2.10.2 NMR%Sample%preparation%%
NMR! samples! were! prepared! in! 50! mM! [D11]TrisRCl! (CKgas,UK),! 50! mM! NaCl,! 10%! D2O!
(Standard!NMR!buffer,!pH!=!7.4)!in!the!glove!box.!pH!was!adjusted!with!1!M!HCl!or!NaOH.!!
NMR!experiments!were!carried!out! in!high!vacuum,!lowRpressure!thin!glass!air!tight!3mM!









Solution! NMR! spectra! were! recorded! on! a! range! of! Bruker! solution! state! NMR!
spectrometers!(Bruker,!Karlsruhe,!Germany).!The!operating!frequencies!of!the!instruments!













Bruker%DRX500% BBO! 500.13! 50.67! 106.10!
Bruker%Avance%III%600% TXI! 600.13! 60.81! R!
Bruker%Avance%700%%
Ultrashield%

























solution! state! NMR! spectrometers! (at! the! University! of! Warwick)! at! 35! °C.! 2D! [1H,1H]!
nuclear! Overhauser! enhancement! (NOESY)! and! total! correlation! (TOCSY)! spectra! were!
acquired! for! SmtA!with!4k! complex!data!points! in! F2,! 400! increments! in! F1,! and!64! scans!
with! an! acquisition! time! of! 100! ms! for! F2! and! 20! ms! for! F1,! MymT! NOESY! and! TOCSY!



























NMR! spectra! were! acquired! on! a! Bruker! DRX500! 500! MHz! solution! state! NMR!
spectrometer! (Bruker,! Karlsruhe,! Germany)! operating! at! 500.13! MHz! for! 1H! and! 106.03!
MHz! for! 111Cd.! The! spectrometer!was! equipped!with! a! broad! band! observe! (BBO)! probe!


















The! analysis! of! the! 2D! NMR! datasets! was! done! using! software! SPARKY! version! 3.113!
(Goddard!et! al,! 2008)! and! TOPSPIN! 2.0! (Bruker,! Germany)!was! used! to! analyze! 1D!NMR!
data!sets.!
2.15 Electrospray%Ionization%Mass%spectrometry%(ESIMMS)%Analyses%
All! sample! preparations! for! ESIRMS! experiments! involving! Cu(I)! were! carried! out! using!





(15! µM)! with! 10%! methanol! were! directly! injected! (4! µL! min–1)! into! an! ESIRTOF! mass!
spectrometer! (MicroTOF,! Bruker! Daltonics)! operating! in! positive! ion! mode.! The! MS!
parameters! were! as! follows:! the! source! temperature! was! 300! °C! capillary! exit! 210! V,!
hexapole!RF!450!V,!skimmer!70!V!and!hexapole!119!V.!Mass!spectral!data!were!recorded!


















0.3!mg!mL–1! in!buffer! (5!mM!TrisRCl),! and! spectra!were!collected!and!averaged.! For!each!
sample,!a!blank!containing!all!sample!constituents!apart!from!the!protein!was!subtracted!to!
correct! for! background! noise! in! the! spectra.! The! buffer! was! purged! with! nitrogen! to!















































The! initial! aim! of! the! present! project! was! to! overRexpress! and! characterize! the! newly!
discovered!CuRMT,!MymT,! from!Mycobacterium! tuberculosis! (Gold!et.! al! 2008).!However,!
after!many!efforts!a!suitable!expression!system!for!CuRMymT!could!not!be!established!and!
therefore!it!became!necessary!to!develop!a!reconstitution!method!that!could!be!applied!to!
a! synthetically! prepared! peptide! (Chapter! 6).! Since! the! supply! of!MymT!was! limited! and!
experimental! techniques! for!working!with!CuRMTs!had!not!been!previously!established! in!
the! group,! therefore! a! model! metallothionein! system! was! needed.! For! this! purpose,!
Zn4SmtA!was!used.!
!SmtA!was! selected!as!a!model!bacterial!metallothionein! in!order! to!develop!methods! to!
reconstitute!MTs!with!Cu(I)!and!characterization!of!its!Cu(I)!form.!SmtA!was!chosen!since!it!
has!been!well!characterized!previously!with!Zn!(with!a!3D!structure!already!available!PDB,!




of! mammalian! MTs! (Chen! et.! al! 1996,! Dolderer! et.! al! 2007),! but! little! is! known! about!
detailed! structural! effects! of! either! complete! or! partial! Zn/Cu! replacement,! or! metal!
distribution!in!mixedRmetal!clusters!(Chen!et.!al!1996,!Dolderer!et.!al!2007).!!
In! this! chapter,! a! method! was! successfully! developed! for! the! anaerobic! preparation! of!











For! reconstitution,! Zn4SmtA! was! first! demetallated! by! lowering! the! pH! (~2)! and! the!
resulting!solution!was!passed!through!a!gel!filtration!column!(PDR10)!to!remove!Zn(II)!from!





equilibrate! required!metal! ions.! After! Incubation,! the! reactants!were! passed! through! gel!
filtration!column!to!remove!excess!Cu(I)!and!βME.! In!addition,! this!extra!purification!step!
also!allows!protein!elution!into!any!desirable!buffer,!in!this!particular!case,!a!volatile!buffer!



















signal! to! noise! ratio! and! it! is! hard! to! identify! any! significant! species! from! this.!However,!

























































































not! sufficient.! Both! apoRSmtA! (at! pH~7.4)! along! with! Cu(I)! has! the! potential! to! become!
oxidized!under!even!small!amount!of!oxygen.!Although!this!method!yielded!an!identifiable!
Cu7SmtA!species!(Figure!3.1C),!the!low!quality!of!the!resulting!ESIRMS!data!emphasize!the!
requirement! for! stricter! anaerobic! conditions! when! reconstituting! the! apoRprotein! with!





For! fully!anaerobic! reconstitution!of!apoRSmtA!with!Cu(I),!an! inert!atmospheric!glove!box!
was! used.! The! lyophilized! apoRSmtA! protein! generated! by! using! method! established! by!
Vasák! 1991! (mass! spectra! shown! in! Figure! 3.2A! and! B)! was! then! incubated! with! seven!
equivalents! of! Cu(II)! (with!MT! concentration! of! 15!mg/ml)! in! the! presence! of! a! reducing!
agent! (4%! βME! in! ammonium! bicarbonate! buffer,! pH! 8.5)! and! this! solution! was! passed!
through!a!gel! filtration! column! in!order! to! liberate! loosely!bound!Cu(I)! along!with!excess!












prepared% under% strict% anaerobic% conditions.% Deconvoluted% spectra% for% neutral% masses% of%
predominant% species% show% a% monomeric% apo% protein% (B),% and% SmtA% with% seven% and% eight%
copper(I)% ions% bound% (D).% 25%µM%of% both% Cu7SmtA% and% apoMSmtA%were%made% up% in% 10%mM%
ammonium%bicarbonate%buffer%at%pH%6.7.%%
!
After! deconvolution! of! the! charge! states! one! predominant! peak! was! observed! for! both!
apoR! and! copperRloaded! SmtA,! as! shown! in! Figure! 3.2.! For! the! apo! form! of! SmtA,! the!
observed! experimental! mass! for! the! neutral! species! was! 5608.57! Da,! close! to! the!
theoretical! mass! of! the! SmtA! protein! is! 5610.3! Da! for! the! neutral! species.! The! most!




is! noted! that! the! average!masses! in! both! deconvoluted! spectra! were! 0.6—1.7! Da! lower!
than!expected;!this!may!be!mainly!due!to!the!peakRpicking!routine!of!the!program.!Figure!






















































































































































Isotopic% distribution% for% 7% mol.% equiv.% of% metal% ions% bound% to% SmtA% together% with% a%
comparison%to%the%theoretical%model%for%the%neutral%species%(C225H349N70O80S9Cu7).%%
!































































After! the! successful! reconstitution! of! SmtA! with! Cu(I)! and! formation! of! Cu7SmtA! as! the!
major!species,!it!was!of!interest!to!explore!the!stability!of!this!new!copper!containing!!MT!


































































































































































































































































A! schematic! diagram!of! BCS! interaction!with! Cu(I)Rcontaining! proteins! is! shown! in! Figure!









by! UVRvis! spectrophotometry.! The! fully! loaded! Cu(I)! reconstituted! MT,! Cu7SmtA,! was!
prepared!by!the!addition!of!7!equivalents!of!Cu(I)!to!apoRSmtA!as!described!earlier!(Section!
3.1).! The! reaction!was!monitored! at! 483! nm! for! the! formation! of! Cu(BCS)2.! The! reaction!















































































The! reaction! of! Cu7SmtA! with! BCS! is! at! least! biphasic! and! contains! both! fast! and! slow!
constituents!as!shown!in!Figure!3.7B!with!corresponding!rates!of!5.3×10–3!and!6.9×10–4!s–1.!




of! Cu(I)! sites,! those!with! high! kinetic! lability,! and! those!which! are!more! inert! R! a! similar!
situation!encountered!in!Zn4SmtA!when!reacted!with!EDTA!(Leszczyszyn!et!al!2007).!In!the!
latter! study,! Zn4SmtA!was! allowed! to! react!with! a! 100! fold! excess! of! EDTA! (SmtA:! EDTA!
ratio!1:100)!under!pseudoRfirst!order!conditions!and!the!reaction!was!monitored!by!UVRVis!
spectrophotometry.!The!initial!step!of!the!reaction!was!very!fast!followed!by!several!slower!

















































rather! complicated! phase! two! resulting! in! Zn1SmtA! intermediate! and! phase! three! ended!
with! EDTA! slow! reaction! with! Zn1SmtA! to! apoRSmtA.! Phase! four! corresponded! to! the!
degradation!of!unfolded!apoRSmtA!(Leszczyszyn!et!al!2007).!In!the!reaction!of!Cu7SmtA!with!
BCS!as!shown! in!Figure!3.7,! there! is!a! fast!step,!which!may!be!assumed!to!correspond!to!






and!considerable!broadening!of!peaks!as! shown! in!Figure!3.8!A.!Compared!with! its!Cd(II)!
reconstituted!form!(Figure!3.8!B),!Cu7SmtA!display!a!spectrum!characteristic!of!an!unfolded!
disordered!protein!with!almost!all!residue!in!the!NH!backbone!region!shifted!to!the!random!



















the! amide! bond,! protons! from! different! amino! acids! give! rise! to! different! spin! systems.!
Analysis!of!crossRpeaks!appearing! from!different! spin!systems!can!be!used! to!assign!each!
type! amino! acid! based! on! the! chemical! shift! within! each! system! and! known! resonance!
patterns.! The! 1HR1H!NOESY!gives! through! space! information! for!protons! that! are! coupled!
together!by!dipolar!couplings.!The!intensity!of!NOE!signals!depend!on!the!distance!between!
the! coupled! nuclei,! with! closer! nuclei! giving! higher! intensity! NOE! cross! peaks! and! vice!
versa.!Full!2D!TOCSY!and!NOESY!spectra!of!Cu7SmtA!are!shown!in!Figure!3.9.!
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with! chemical! shifts! for! the! β! protons! closest! to! those! for! Ser,! and! this! also! is! true! for!
resonance!4.!They!all!have!crossRpeaks!to!protons!around!2.10!ppm!but!the!origin!of!these!
is!not!clear,!although!they!are!in!the!range!of!β!or!γ!protons!for!Glu,!Pro!and!Val!(there!is!no!








spectrum.! The! proton! at! 5.2! ppm! has! a! TOCSY! crossRpeak! at! ca.! 8.5! ppm,! but! again,! no!
intraRresidue!TOCSY! crossRpeaks!were! identified.! The! chemical! shifts! of! the!NH!proton!at!
9.5!ppm,!together!with!the!NOESY!crossRpeak!to!a!proton!at!5.2!ppm!may!indicate!residual!
β! strand! character.! ! From! comparison! of! chemical! shifts! of! these! residues!with! those! of!











histidines,! but! there!was!no! clear! indication! for! these! at! either! random!coil! positions,! or!
positions!typical!for!metalRbound!His!residues.!This!may!suggest!that!the!CRterminus!is!also!
disordered!because!the!nonRmetal!binding!residue!HisR55!is!not!observed!either.!!
There! are! no! cysteine! residues! apparent! in! TOCSY! spectrum!of! Cu7SmtA,!which! suggests!
that!all!cysteine!residues!are!involved!in!Cu(I)!binding!with!metal!cluster!of!Cu7Cys9!i.e.,!1:!
1.5!for!metal!to!cysteine!ratio!within!the!cluster.!It!is!also!a!formal!possibility!that!oligomers!











Circular! dichroism! (CD)! of! proteins! is! a! very! useful! technique! and! is! used! to! study! the!
conformation!of!protein!or!peptides!via!differential!absorption!of!circularly!polarized!light.!
It!is!particularly!helpful!to!observe!any!conformational!changes!induced!by!chelating!ligands!
(Rodger!et!al.!2005,!Daviter!et!al.!2013).!CD!was!used! to!study! the!SmtA! in! the!presence!
and!absence!of!metal! ions! (i.e.,!Zn(II),!Cd(II),!Cu(I)!and!ApoRSmtA!respectively)! in!order!to!
further!analyze!if!SmtA!in!presence!of!Cu(I)!is!correctly!folded!into!its!native!structure!e.g.,!
Zn4SmtA.! In! the!Zn4SmtA,!contains! the!conventional!elements!of! secondary!structure! i.e.,!
αR!helix!and!βRsheets.!Figure!3.11!shows!the!CD!spectra!of!SmtA.!!However!the!CD!spectra!
of! Zn4SmtA! and! ApoRSmtA! are! very! similar! and! unusual.! The! absorbance! at! 230! nm! is!
because! of! piRpi! stalking! of! the! two! tyrosine! residues.! It! was! not! possible! to! assign! the!
secondary!structure,!which!is!not!ideal—one!reason!can!be!different!concentrations!of!the!
samples.!Similarly!in!Cd4SmtA!CD!spectrum,!no!evidence!of!secondary!structure!and!a!very!










(A)% CD% spectra% of% SmtA% in% holo% (containing% Zn(II))% and% apoMform.% (B)% CD% spectra% of%






































































































































































chloramphenicol% as% selective%markers)% until% it% reached%0.6%optical% density% at% 600%nm%before%
induction% by% IPTG% along% with% different% concentrations% of% Cu% (0.2–1% mM% CuSO4)% and% 1mM%
ZnSO4%as%control.%Samples%were%diluted%(1:200)%before%the%absorbance%was%measured%at%600%












Plot%of% size%exclusion%chromatography%of%SmtA%expressed% in%presence%of%1mM%ZnSO4% (blue)%
and% 1mM%CuSO4% (red).% 2.5%mL% of% protein%was% injected% onto% a% SuperdexM75% column% (16/60,%





































Figure! 3.13! shows! the! overlay! of! chromatograms! of! protein! expressed! in! Zn! and! Cu!














its! ready! availability.! The! initial! attempts! of! Cu(I)! reconstitution! failed! due! to! protein!
oxidation,!aggregation!or!degradation! in!the!presence!of!air.!However,!a!new!method!for!
reconstitution! of! Cu(I)! to! metallothionein! was! implemented! under! strict! anaerobic!
conditions.!An! inert!atmosphere!glove!box!was!used!for!this!purpose.!Subsequent!ESIRMS!
spectrum! of! Cu(I)Rreconstituted! SmtA! showed! monomeric! Cu7SmtA! which! is! moderately!
stable!in!air,!although!it!does!start!to!markedly!degrade!after!four!hours.!The!competition!
reaction! of! Cu7SmtA!with! the! Cu(I)! chelator! BCS! ! revealed! that! BCS!was! able! to! abstract!
Cu(I)!from!Cu7SmtA,!with!at!least!biphasic!kinetics.!The!1D!and!2D!1H!NMR!data!suggested!a!
disordered!protein! structure!with! the!broadening!or!absence!of!NH!peaks! in!a!2D!TOCSY!









into! the! expressed! protein.! These! data! establish! the! clear! ZnRthionein! character! of!
Zn4SmtA.! E.coli! buffer! Cu(I)! may! impede! CuRpopulation,! however,! other! MTs! have! been!
expressed!in!CuRbound!form.!!
However,!the!possibility!of!whether!mixedRmetal!clusters!can!be!be!formed!in!vitro,!and!the!
distribution!of!Cu(I)! and!Zn(II)! (or!Cd(II))! in! such!mixed!SmtA! species!has! so! far!not!been!
explored.!For!this!purpose,!SmtA!in!its!native!folded!state!(Zn4SmtA!or!either!Cd4SmtA)!will!















discovery! (Kägi! and! Vallee! 1961,! Kägi! and! Kojima! 1987,! Petering! and! Antholine,! 1988,!
Blindauer! et! al.! 2003,! Freisinger! and! Vašák! 2013).! In! contrast,! copper! bearing!
metallothioneins! have! been! examined! less! intensively! with! rather! less! conclusive! data!
(Bordas!et!al.!1982,!Petering!and!Antholine!1988,!Weser!and!Hartmann!1988,!Weser!et!al.!
1986,!Schechinger!et!al.!1986,!Deters!et!al.!1992,!Sievers!et!al.!1996,!Chen!et!al.!1996).!The!
ability! of! endogenous! metal! ions! to! displace! bound! metal! in! MTs! follows! the! order! of!
stability!constants!for!inorganic!metalRthiolate!complexes!i.e.,!Ag(I)/!Cu(I)>!Cd(II)!>!Zn(II)!(Öz!
et!al.!1998).!
Attempts! have! been! made! to! observe! the! structure! and! stoichiometry! of! zinc!
metallothioneins!in!the!presence!of!Cu(I)!(Dolderer!et!al.!2007,!Chen!et!al.!1996).!However,!








Cu(I)! to! the! natively! zinc! binding! MT! SmtA! from! the! cyanobacterium! Synechococcus!
elongatus! PCC7942.! This! protein! was! chosen! because! of! its! ready! availability! and! the!
presence!of!detailed!structural!data!for!the!zinc!form!(Blindauer!et!al.!2001,!Blindauer!et!al.!
2002,!Blindauer!et!al.!2003).! !SmtA!has!been!previously!shown!to!bind! four!zinc! ions! in!a!
Zn4Cys9His2! cluster,! with! a! zinc! finger! fold! adopted! by! residues! 6—38! (Blindauer! et! al.!
2001).! In! M4SmtA,! divalent! metals! (Zn(II)/Cd(II))! are! tetrahedrally! coordinated! with!
thiolates!and!imidazole!sidechains!in!a!M4Cys9His2!metal!cluster.!Crucially,!this!tetrahedral!
geometry!must!be!disrupted! to!accommodate! the! incoming,! trigonally/digonallyRdirecting!
Cu(I).! Metallation! with! Cu(I)! is! expected! to! involve! significant! change! in! folding! as! the!
cysteinyl! residues! need! to! be! reRoriented! to! provide! a! different! (trigonal/digonal)!
environment.!!
Several! studies! revealed! the!Cu(I)! stoichiometries! in! the! two!domains!of!mammalian!zinc!
binding!MTs! (Dolderer! et! al.! 2007,! Chen! et! al.! 1996),! but! there! are! no! data! available! on!
Cu(I)! binding! to! any! of! the!members! of! the! BmtA! family,! which! are! known! Zn(II)/Cd(II)R
binding!MTs! (Blindauer!2011)!despite! the! fact! that!bacterial! cells!might!experience!stress!
from! redox! active! but! essential!metals! like! Cu(I)! from! their! environment.! It! is! hence! not!
clear! how! BmtAs! behave! with! respect! to! other! metals! such! as! Cu(I).! In! the! present!



















SmtA! which! generated! fully! exchanged! Cd4SmtA! (Blindauer! et! al.! 2001).! Despite! all! the!
knowledge!about! the! inertness!of! site!A! in! Zn4SmtA!during!Cd(II)! titrations! it! is! not! clear!
how! this! inert! site!behaves! in! the!presence!of!high!affinity!and!biologically! relevant!Cu(I)!
ions.! Furthermore,!mixedRmetal!metallothioneins! are! found! to!be!more!dominant! in! vivo!
with! metal! composition! depending! on! various! physiological! factors! (Li! and! Otvos! 1996).!
There!is!not!much!information!about!formation!mechanism!of!these!species!and!the!effects!
on! the! chemical! properties! of! one! metal! by! the! binding! of! another! metal! to! the! same!
protein.!In!the!mammalian!MTs,!the!formation!of!mixed!metal!species!has!been!suggested!
as! a! product! of! an! intermolecular! metal! exchange! reaction! between! Zn7MT! and! Cd7MT!
(Nettesheim!et!al.!1985,!Li!and!Otvos!1996).!However,!upon!Cu(I)!addition!to!mammalian!




has! on! protein! structure! and! dynamics.! In! this! chapter! the! characterization! and! metal!
binding! ability! of! Zn4SmtA,! the! starting! material! for! all! subsequent! studies,! are! briefly!
discussed.! Subsequently,! UVRvis! spectrophotometry,! ESIRMS! and! NMR! spectroscopy!















































mixed! species! and! effect! of! Cu(I)! binding! on! protein! folding.! However,! studying! Cu(I)!






Spectrophotometric! observations! provide! a! very! sensitive! probe! for! the! metalRthiolate!
clusters!that!form!when!metals!such!as!Cu(I)!are!added!to!a!!metallothionein!(Stillman!et!al.!
1994,! Presta! and! Stillman! 1994).! Owing! to! their! filled! d! shells,! the! hydrated! metal! ions!
Cd(II),!Zn(II)!and!Cu(I)!exhibit!no!optical!transitions!within!the!UVRvis!wavelength!range,!but!
the! presence! of! the! thiolate! ligand! results! in! ligand! to! metal! charge! transfer! (LMCT)!




The! spectrophotometric! titrations! were! carried! out! to! study! the! exchange! of! Zn(II)! with!
Cu(I)!in!the!folded!protein!(Zn4SmtA).!For!this!purpose,!samples!of!bacterial!Zn4SmtA!were!
titrated!with! Cu(I)! under! anaerobic! conditions.! To! study! the! binding! capacity! of! Zn4SmtA!
with! Cu(I)! ions,! the!metalRprotein! complexes! formed!with! different!molar! equivalents! of!















very!prominent!band!observed!at!about!270!nm.!This!band! is! the!SRCu(I)! LMCT!band!and!
reflects!the!number!of!thiolates!involved!in!Cu(I)!binding!(Presta!and!Stillman!1994,!Chen!et!
al.!1996).!The!absorbance!at!270!nm!in!dependence!on!equivalents!Cu(I)!added!is!shown!in!
































Cu7SmtA! was! the! major! species! observed! after! reconstitution! of! apoRSmtA! with! copper!
(Chapter! 3).! The! fact! that! the!UVRVis! titration! also! is! completed! at! 7! equivalents! of! Cu(I)!
may! suggest! that! Zn(II)! has! been! quantitatively! displaced! by! Cu(I).! However,! the! UVRVis!
data!do!not!inform!about!whether!or!not!any!Zn(II)!has!remained!bound,!therefore,!further!
analyses! will! be! necessary! to! confirm! complete! loss! of! Zn(II).! Also,! it! is! not! possible! to!
determine! which! species! with! which! stoichiometries! are! present! in! solution! at! a! given!






















ESIRMS! is! a! soft! ionization! technique,! which! allows! quantitative! detection! of! various!
complexes!in!the!same!sample!including!both!minor!and!major!species.!It!has!thus!become!
an! important! method! for! the! direct! observation! of! individual! and! partially! metallated!
species! of! metallothioneins! under! varied! conditions! or! during! metal! uptake,! metal!
exchange!or!metal!release!and!transfer!reactions!(Leszczyszyn!and!Blindauer!2010).!In!this!
technique,!large!charged!molecules!are!brought!to!the!gas!phase!without!breaking!covalent!
bonds! or! even! nonRcovalent! interactions! such! as! metalRligand! coordinative! bonds! under!
suitable! experimental! conditions.! In! addition,! ESIRMS! allows! the! production! of! multiply!
charged! ions! permitting! the! observation! of! higher!masses! at! lower!m/z! (mass! to! charge!
ratio!of!ions!in!gas!phase)!values!(Chan!et!al!2002,!Blindauer!and!Leszczyszyn!2010),!which!
is! less!demanding! in!terms!of! instrumentation.!The!most!distinguished!features!of!ESIRMS!
include;!1)! the!atmospheric!pressure! ionization! system! that!produces!a! series!of!multiply!
charged!ions!(both!negative!or!positive!ions).!2)!transfer!of!analytes!from!solution!into!the!
gas! phase,! giving! the! option! to! connect! with! separation! techniques! such! as! liquid!
chromatography!(LCRMS)!and!capillary!electrophoresis!(CERMS)!and!making!it!ideal!to!study!
biological!molecules.!3)!a!soft!ionization!process,!which!means!that!it!introduces!positive!or!
negative! charges! to! intact! molecules,! instead! of! inducing! fragmentation! of! the! analyte!









In! principle,! it! is! also! possible! to! examine! metallothioneins! by! MatrixRAssistedRLaser!
Desorption! Ionization!Mass! Spectrometry! (MALDIRMS).! However,! the! sample! preparation!
methods!involving!the!use!of!acidic!matrices,!and!organic!solvents!in!most!cases,!result! in!
predominantly! denatured! apoRMTs! with! partially! metallated! species! only! present! in!
negligible!amounts.!Therefore,!with!the!advantage!of!one!easily!modified!MS!technique!to!
study! proteins! under! nearRnative! conditions,!most!MS! investigations! of!metallothioneins!
heavily! rely! upon! the! use! of! ESIRMS! (Ngu! and! Stillman! 2009,! Blindauer! and! Leszczyszyn!
2010),!most!frequently!at!around!neutral!pH!to!preserve!metalRligand!bonds.!Nevertheless,!
careful! experimental! design! is! critical! for! ESIRMS!of!metalloproteins! because! the! gaseous!
environment! experienced! by! metalRprotein! complexes! after! electrospray! ionization! may!
affect! the! nonRcovalent! interactions! and! consequently! protein! structure.! Furthermore,! a!
fundamental! idea!behind! the! success!of!native!ESIRMS!of!metalloproteins! is! the! fact! that!
the! species!observed! in! the! gas!phase!are! related! to! speciation!and! structure! in! solution!
(Breuker!and!McLafferty!2008).! Initially,!electrostatic! interactions!are!enhanced!in!the!gas!
phase! whereas! hydrophobic! interactions! are! weakened.! ESIRMS! is! well! suited! for! metal!
ligand!analysis,!because!the!stability!constants!of!metalRMT!complexes!are!high,!with!large!
electrostatic! contributions! to!metalRligand!bonds,!which! in! turn!govern! the! structure!and!
folding!stability!of!MTs.!Also,!ESIRMS!is!particularly!ideal!to!study!d10!metal!ions!complexes!













!Sample! preparation! and! conditions! including! instrumental! conditions! are! the! most!
important!parameters! that!dominate! the! results! of! an! ESIRMS!experiment.! In! the! case!of!
metalRprotein! complexes,!one!of! the! crucial! factors! is! the!pH!of! the! sample! solution.! For!
example! the! pH! of! the! solution! for! the! holo! protein!must! be!maintained! in! the! neutral!
range,! to! avoid! demetallation! by! competition!with! protons.! In! addition,! any! nonRvolatile!
compounds! (i.e.! salts,! detergents! and! most! buffers)! must! be! avoided! in! the! sample!
solution.! This! may! be! done! by! chromatographic! methods! (mostly! gel! filtration,! PD–10!
desalting! columns)!or!dialysis!whilst!making! sure! that! the!bound!metals! are! still! present.!
However,! it! is! also! possible! to! observe! nonRspecific! adducts! when! the! holo! protein! is!
prepared! by! reconstitution! with! an! excess! of! metal! ions! without! removing! any! excess!
adducts! in! sample,! so! sample! clean! up! is! essential.! Also,! the! use! of! an! organic!modifier,!
such! as!methanol,! can! facilitate! ionization! but! it! should! be! only! added! in! small! amounts!
(<10%)!to!avoid!protein!denaturation,!which!can!also! lead!to! loss!of!metal! (Blindauer!and!
Leszczyszyn! 2010).! ! However,! the! analyses! of! metal! binding! features! of! MT! are! rather!
complex!and! require!careful! consideration!when!preparing!and!analyzing!MT!samples! for!
replacement!studies.!For!instance!(a)!use!of!higher!concentrations!of!buffer!used!in!protein!
solution! because! of! lowering! pH! of! the! protein! solution! due! to! metal! addition! and! (b)!
presence! of! several!MxRMT! aggregates! in! the! solution.! Figure! 4.4! shows! typical! ESIRMass!
spectra!for!holo!and!apoRSmtA.!!
The!charge! states!are!associated!with! the! surface!area!of! the!protein!and! the!number!of!
available! basic! sites! (Sutherland! et! al.! 2012).! The! observed! charge! states! under! different!
conditions! may! be! correlated! to! protein! conformation/folding.! Higher! charge! states! are!

















holo% Zn4SmtA% (B)% and% apoMSmtA% (D).% Sample% conditions:% 25% µM% of% fully% metallated% pure%
Zn4SmtA%(pH=%7.0)%and%apo%SmtA%(pH%2)%in%10%mM%ammonium%hydrogen%carbonate.%%
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ICPROES! analysis! (inductively! coupled! plasmaRoptical! emission! spectroscopy)!was! used! to!
determine! both! the! protein! and! bound!metal! ion! concentrations.! For! Zn4SmtA,! the! zincR




would! shed! light! on! the! behavior! of! the! zincRspecific! bacterial! MT! Zn4SmtA.! Figure! 4.5!
shows!the!sequence!of!mass!spectra!recorded!as!Cu(I)!was!added!in!microliter!aliquots!to!
provide!single!molar!equivalent!increases!in!Cu(I)!to!Zn4SmtA!at!pH!6.9.!!






resolution! mass! spectrometry.! M6! species! of! heterometallic! CuxZnySmtA! appeared! after!
addition!of!the!third!equivalent!of!Cu(I).!After!addition!of!the!fourth!equivalent!of!Cu(I),!M7!
became!the!main!species,!and!remained!the!major!species!at!higher!Cu(I)!ratios.!With!the!










(A)% ESI% mass% spectra% for% titration% of% Zn4SmtA% (25% µM% solution% in% 10% mM% ammonium%
bicarbonate% buffer% with% 10%%methanol% at% pH% 6.9)% with% Cu(I).% % Only% the% +4% charge% state% is%
shown.%Aliquots%of%Cu(I)%were%added%to%the%protein%as%1,%2,%3,%4,%5,%6,%7%and%8%equivalents.%The%
colored%blocks%show%the%formation%of%new%species%with%the%addition%of%Cu(I).%(B)%Summary%of%
stepwise%Cu(I)% addition% and% speciation%of% Zn4SmtA.% Each% line% corresponds% to% formation%of% a%



















































































The! species! observed! at! 1409.0! may! correspond! to! an! oxidized! apoRSmtA! with! a! mass! of!
5632.4!Da!with! the! loss!of!one!hydrogen!and!addition!of!2!oxygen!atoms.! It! is! also!possible!
that!these!species!are!resulting! from!the!over!metallated!Cu8!and!Cu9!species.!The! latter!are!
likely! the! result!of!weak!binding!of!one!Cu(I)! ions! to!one!cysteine! thiolate,! and! it! is!possible!
that! these! highly! nucleated! species! may! not! support! the! ESIRMS! ionization! conditions! well,!
leading!to!the!generation!of!underRmetallated!and!oxidized!species.!In!addition,!the!possibility!













Since! the! composition! of! the! resulting! heterometallic! CuxZnyRSmtA! species! was! not!
straightforward! to! resolve,! the! isotopic! distribution! for! the! M5,! M6! and! M7! species! were!
compared! to! possible! theoretical! models! (Figure! 4.7).! Considering! their! formation! at!
Cu:Zn4SmtA! ratios! as! low! as! 1:1,! two! possible! combinations! for!metal:metal! stoichiometries!
within! a! M5! metal! cluster,! i.e.! Cu2Zn3R! or! Cu3Zn2RSmtA,! may! be! considered.! Similarly,!
considering! their! occurrence! at! higher! Cu:Zn4SmtA! ratios,! for! M7! the! most! likely!














Isotopic% distribution% for% A)% M5SmtA% (after% 2% eq.)% together% with% the% comparison% to% the%
theoretical% models% for% Cu3Zn2SmtA% (C225H349N70O80S9Cu3Zn2),% Cu2Zn3SmtA%
(C225H348N70O80S9Cu2Zn3).% B)% M6SmtA% (after% 3% eq.)% with% the% comparison% to% the% theoretical%
model% for% Cu3Zn3SmtA% (C225H347N70O80S9Cu3Zn3),% Cu2Zn4SmtA% (C225H350N70O80S9Cu2Zn4),% C)%
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Cu(I)! or! Ag(I).! Addition! of! Cu(I)! to! ZnRmMT1! yielded! heteronuclear! ZnRCu! complexes,! for!
example,!after!addition!of!subRstoichiometric!Cu(I),!Cu7Zn3RmMT1!for!the!full!length!mMT1!and!
Zn1Cu4RαmMT1! in! the!α! domain!and!homonuclear!Cu6R7RβmMT1! in! the!β! domain! form!were!
observed,!which!agrees!with!the!CuRthionein!character!of!mammalian!β!domains.!!However,!in!




reactions! of! SmtA! with! Cd(II)! revealed! the! importance! and! inertness! of! site! A! leading! to!
inaccessibility! of! Cd(II)! to! replace! the! last! remaining! Zn(II)! (Blindauer! et! al! 2008).! Cd(II)! and!
Zn(II)! exchange! reactions!have!been! studied! in!detail! in! the!past!by!Blindauer!et!al.,!but! the!
reactivity! of! Cd4SmtA! towards! Cu(I)! is! unknown.! Furthermore,! the! heterometallic! species!
observed! for! Cu/Cd! exchange! reactions!may! help! to! better! understand! the! Cu/Zn! exchange!
reactions,!as!the!observed!stoichiometries!are!likely!to!be!similar,!but!the!mass!differences!are!
much!more! clearcut! (+Cd–2H! =! 110.4!Da;! +Cu–H! =! 62.5!Da)! than! for! Zn/Cu.! In! particular,! it!









prepared! by! reconstitution! of! apoRSmtA! with! Cd(II)! ions.! ESIRMS! of! CdRreconstituted! SmtA!
(Mw=!6051.6!Da;!neutral!mass)!showed!that! the!most!abundant!peak!at!6052.04!Da! (neutral!
mass)!corresponded!to!Cd4SmtA!(Figure!4.8!top;!only!the!+4!charge!state!is!shown),!confirming!
that! the! reconstitution! had! generated! a! fully! exchanged! protein! (Blindauer! et! al! 2001,!



























[Cd2Cu3,! Cd3Cu2,! Cu5]! and! M6! [Cd3Cu3,! Cd2Cu4,! Cu6]! with! a! slight! indication! of! M8! (Cu8),!
although!the!spectrum!is!quite!noisy.!This! is! intriguing!because!addition!of!one!equivalent!of!
Cu(I)! to! Zn4SmtA! resulted! in! M5! species! only,! with! an! about! equal! amount! of! Zn4SmtA!
remaining.! Cd4SmtA! is! also! still! present! along!with! these!mixed!metal! species,! but! crucially!
Cd3Cu2! is! the!most!abundant! species.! Like!Zn4SmtA,!Cd4SmtA!has! fully!disappeared!after! the!
addition! of! two! equivalents! of! Cu(I),! and!M6! species! (Cd3Cu3,! Cd2Cu4),! along! with! the!most!
prominent!M5! species! (Cd3Cu2! and! Cd2Cu3),! are! observed.! A! new!metal! loaded! species! was!
observed!with!the!m/z!of!1544.94!for!+4!and!6175.76!for!the!neutral!mass.!There!may!be!two!
possibilities!for!this!fully! loaded!species! i.e.,!either!Cd4Cu2!or!Cu9!(with!masses!of!6176.6!and!




of! M6! species! (Cd3Cu3,! Cd2Cu4! and! the! newly! formed! Cd1Cu5! species).! Although! present! in!
lower! amounts,! the! Cd1Cu5! species! was! still! observed! until! the! fifth! Cu(I)! equivalent! was!
added.!The!Cu6!species!was!also!prominent!at!5!eq.!!
After! addition!of! the! fifth!equivalent,! the!Cu7! species! emerged!and! then! remained! the!most!
abundant! species!until! the! final!equivalent!of!Cu(I)!was!added.!However,! the!Cd3Cu2! species!
was! also! still! detectable.! Further! species! present! at! 6! and! 7! eq.! included!M8! (Cd1Cu7,! Cu8)!
species.! Beyond! seven! Cu(I)! equivalents,! complex! mixtures! of! heavily! loaded! MT! were!
observed!which! disappeared!with! addition! of! up! to! nine! Cu(I)! equivalents.! The! only! species!












10% mM% ammonium% bicarbonate% buffer% with% 10%% methanol% at% pH% 6.9).% Inset% contains% the%
enlarged%boxed%region%displaying%the%degraded%products%after%addition%of%9%eq.%of%Cu(I).%%
!
It! is! significant! to! note! that! Cd2Cu3!was! the!most! abundant! species! over! the! range! of! 3—5!
equivalents.!Concomitantly,! the!underRmetallated!species!Cu5!was!present!at!4R6!equivalents!
along! with! various! M6! species! (Cu6,! Cd3Cu3).! Remarkably,! the! Cd3Cu2! species! was! also! still!
present! at! 7! eq.,! coexisting! with! the! Cu7! and! Cu8! species.! In! contrast,! only! relatively! small!
quantities! of! any! Cd1! species! were! observed! at! any! titration! point:! Cd1Cu5! at! 3! and! 4!
equivalents,!and!Cd1Cu6!and!Cd1Cu7!at!6!and!7!equivalents.!In!summary,!the!early!emergence!




the! M6! species! may! include! Zn3Cu3,! Zn2Cu4,! Zn1Cu5! and! Cu6,! depending! on! the! number! of!
















































stoichiometric! ratio,!clearly! indicating! that! the! inertness!of! site!A! is!not!maintained! in!mixed!
M(II),Cu(I)!clusters.! In!addition,! it!appears!that!compared!to!Zn(II),!Cd(II)!competes!efficiently!
with! Cu(I)! ions! at! somewhat! higher! Cu(I)! ratios,! likely! owing! to! its! higher! relative! affinity! to!
thiolates.!!
Since! in! both! cases! the! end! product! was! oxidized! and/or! degraded! protein,! which! may! be!
because! of! redox! active! property! of! Cu(I)! and! possibly! prolonged! exposure! to! air,! it! was! of!
interest!to!use!another!nonRredox!active!monovalent!metal!ion!instead!of!Cu(I).!Since!Ag(I)!has!
been!previously!used!to!provide!information!on!Cu(I)!binding!to!MT,!including!the!use!of!Ag(I)!
as!an!NMR!active!analogue!of!Cu(I)! in!structural! studies! (Pountney!et!al.!1994,!Li!and!Weser!








of! both! copperR! and! silverRsubstituted! Cup1! were! relatively! similar! with! a! high! degree! of!
conservation!of!structural!elements!in!both!MTs,!containing!the!polypeptide!backbone!around!
a! single! sevenRmetal! cluster.! In! addition,! the!metalRtoRCys! stoichiometries! resulting! for! Ag(I)!
substituted!MT!was! similar! to! its! Cu(I)! substituted! form! (Narula! et! al.! 1991,! Peterson! et! al.!
1996,! Bertini! et! al.! 2000).! Calderone! et! al! later! revealed! the! full! XRray! structure! of! Cu(I)R











Cu8Cup1%metal% cluster% (PDB%1rju;%Calderone%et%al.%2005)% for%copper%MT% from%Saccharomyces#
cerevisiae#and%the%Ag7Cup1%structure%based%on%NMR%analysis%(PDB,1AQQ,%Peterson%et%al%1996)%
!
Nevertheless,! the! binding! abilities! of! Ag(I)! to! mammalian! MT–1! have! also! been! studied!
previously!with!the!aim!of!analyzing!the!suitability!of!Ag(I)!as!a!Cu(I)!probe! in!CuRMT!studies!
(Palacios! et! al.! 2003,! Bofill! et! al.! 2001).! In! addition,! Ag(I)! has! also! been! used! for! stepwise!
incorporation!of!Ag(I)! into! apoRMTs! and!mammalian! zinc! containing!MTs,! forming! ZnRAgRMT!
mixed! metal! species! (Palacios! et! al.! 2003).! It! is! also! noteworthy! that! Ag(I)! has! a! higher!
tendency! for! linear!coordination,! i.e.! two! ligands,!compared!to!Cu(I)!where!trigonal!planar! is!
more! frequent.! Overall,! Ag(I)! has! been! shown! to! interact! in! a! similar! but! not! necessarily!
identical!manner!to!Cu(I)!in!MT!metal!clusters.!In!the!present!study,!Ag(I)!was!directly!titrated!
into! Zn4SmtA! and! the! resulting! products! were! analyzed! by! Electrospray! Ionization! Mass!
Spectrometry.!!











metal! ions! titrations,! considering! Ag(I)! as! a! probe! of! Cu(I)! binding! and! to! facilitate! data!
interpretation!R!in!analogy!to!the!previous!section!in!which!Cd(II)!was!used!as!a!probe!for!Zn(II).!
Figure!4.11!shows!the!series!of!ESIRMass!spectra!recorded!during!the!addition!of!Ag(I)!acetate!
to! Zn4SmtA! at! pH! 6.9.! ! The! data! provide! valuable! information! concerning! specific! AgRZnRMT!
and! AgRMT! species.! This! will! support! the! suggested! stoichiometries! for! mixed! metal! SmtA,!
which! is! important! to! enable! the! evaluation! of! structural! changes! with! Zn/Ag! and! Zn/Cu!
replacement! in! bacterial! SmtA.! !Molar! equivalents! of! Ag(I)!were! added! to! Zn4SmtA! and! the!
mass!spectra!were!recorded!immediately!after!the!addition!of!Ag(I).!!
Figure!4.11!shows! the! formation!of! several!Ag(I)! containing!species.!From!the!data! it! can!be!
clearly!seen!that!the!dominant!metallation!state!is!a!direct!result!of!the!number!of!equivalents!
of!Ag(I)!added!to!the!solution.!Just!a!small!addition!of!Ag(I)!to!the!Zn4SmtA!led!to!unique!and!
clearly! identifiable! mixedRmetal! species,! for! instance! two! M5! [Ag2Zn3SmA! and! Ag3Zn2SmtA]!
species!after!addition!of!one!eq.!Ag(I),!and!two!M6![Ag3Zn3SmtA!and!Ag4Zn2SmtA]!species!after!
addition! of! the! second! equivalent! of! Ag(I),! all! of!which! coexisted! after! 3! eq.,! together!with!
unreacted!Zn4SmtA,!which!could!still!be!observed!at!5!eq.!This!is!remarkable,!and!in!contrast!to!
the!Cu(I)!titrations,!where!Zn4SmtA!or!Cd4SmtA!had!both!disappeared!after!the!second!molar!
addition! of! Cu(I).! A! Zn1Ag7! species! also! emerged! already! after! 2! eq.,! along!with! very!minor!























peak% in% ESIMmass% spectra% are% plotted% against% the% equivalents% of% species% formed% during% the%
course% of% the% Ag(I)% titration.% Each% line% corresponds% to% formation% of% a% different% heteroM% or%
homoMmetallic%species%on%incremental%addition%of%Ag(I).%%%%
!
Further! addition! of! Ag(I)! resulted! in! loss! of! Zn(II)! from! the! protein! and! formation! of!
homonuclear!metal! clusters! with!M9! and!M10! [Ag9SmtA! and! Ag10SmtA]! which! is! because! of!
saturation! of! all! thiolates! with! one! Ag(I)! each,! and! somewhat! contrasts! with! the! maximal!
Cu(I):MT! ratios! (8:1! or! 9:1)! observed! in! the! titrations! with! Cu(I).! The! Ag9RMT! species! may!
correspond!to!a!fully!unfolded!protein;!the!binding!site!for!the!10th!equivalent!is!unclear.!!
A! direct! comparison! of! the! Cu/Zn! and! the! Ag/Zn! titration! data! reveals! a! tendency! towards!
higher! nuclearity! for! the! latter! R! consistent!with! the! linear! coordination! preference! of! Ag(I).!
Although! Cu(I)! and! Ag(I)! may! interact! differently! within! metal! clusters,! one! important!
characteristic!of!the!Zn4SmtA!metal!cluster! is!the!Zn(II)! in!metal!binding!site!A!of!the!protein!
which! holds! the! protein! structure! together! and! previously! has! been! reported! to! be! inert!





































Ag(I).! Further! addition! of! Ag(I)! only! gave! rise! to! higher! noise! in! the! spectra! along! with!







10% mM% ammonium% bicarbonate% buffer% with% 10%% methanol% at% pH% 6.9).% Inset% contains% the%
enlarged%boxed%region%to%avoid%overlap%of%peaks%and%labels.%
% %
Another! persistent! species! of! interest! is! the! Zn2Ag4! species,!which!was! still! present! at! 7! eq.!




















































spectroscopy! revealed! saturation! with! Cu(I)! after! seven! equivalents.! This! suggested! that!
the!final!product!of!the!metal!exchange!reaction!contained!7!Cu(I),!similar!to!the!product!of!
the! reconstitution! of! apoRSmtA!with! copper.! However! from!UVRvis! data! it! was! not! clear!
whether! the! resulting! species! was! Cu7SmtA! with! complete! displacement! of! Zn(II)! from!
SmtA,!or!whether!the!product!still!contained!Zn(II),!e.g.!in!the!inert!site!A.!For!this!purpose,!
quantitative!detection!of!the!number!and!type!of!species!formed!during!Cu(I)!addition,!ESIR
MS!was!used.!ESIRmass! spectra! suggested! the! formation!of!mixed!metal! species!e.g.,!M5,!
M6,! M7! and! M8.! Furthermore,! addition! of! more! Cu(I),! i.e.! eight! equivalents,! caused! the!
formation!of!underRmetallated!and!oxidized!species,!presumably!as!a!product!of!unfolding!
of! protein! but! the! M7! species! were! still! the! most! abundant! of! all.! Although! isotopic!
distribution! modelling! of! the! most! abundant! species! M5! and! M7! indicated! likely!
compositions!of!the!corresponding!metal!clusters,!it!was!desirable!to!use!Cd(II)!as!a!probe!
for! Zn(II)! in! a! Cu(I)! titration,! and! Ag(I)! as! a! substitution! for! Cu(I),! to! distinguish! the!
composition! of! the! heteroR! and! homoRmetallic! species! formed! during! the! titration!














eventually! showed! complete! displacement! then! again! fits!with! the! behavior! during! Cu(I)!
titrations.! It!may! indeed! be! that! eventually! all! Zn(II)! does! get! exchanged! even! if! the! Zn1!
species!might!put!up!a!fight!for!some!time.!
Nevertheless,! Cu/Cd! or! Zn/Ag! titrations! helped! in! understanding! the! stoichiometries! and!
composition!of!species!formed!during!Cu/Zn!titrations.!The!results!obtained,!established!that!
the!M5!species!are!combination!of!both!Cu2Zn3!and!Cu3Zn2.! In!addition,!M6!species!could!be!
anything! from!homometallic!Cu6! to!Cu5Zn1,!Cu4Zn2,!Cu3Zn3!or!even!Cu2Zn4.!Furthermore,! the!






dependence! on!metal! composition! of!MTs,! solution!NMR! spectroscopy! is! the! best! available!
method.!Furthermore,!neither!ESIRMS!nor!UVRvis!spectroscopy!allow!us! to!conclude!whether!
different! sites!are! reacting!preferentially,! and! if! so,!which! sites!are! the! first! to!exchange! the!
bound! divalent! metal.! Multinuclear! NMR! spectroscopy! has! proven! to! be! a! very! promising!

















is! a! range! of! structural! data! available! for! the! MT! family,! only! the! structures! for! two! MTs!
containing!Cu(I)!are!known!to!date!i.e.,!yeast!MT!and!N.!crassa!MT!(Bertini!et!al.!2000,!Peterson!
et!al.!1996,!Calderone,!Dolderer!et!al.!2005,!Cobine!et!al.!2004),!the!latter!without! information!
regarding! the! location! of! copper! ions.! However,! there! is! not! a! single! MT! for! which! different!
structures!with!both!monoR!and!divalent!metal!ions!such!as!Zn(II)!and!Cu(I)!have!been!studied!in!
detail.! For! example,! for! yeast! Cup1,! structures! are! available!with!Cu(I)! and!Ag(I)! (Bertini! et! al.!
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NMR! spectroscopy! is! a! very! crucial! technique! for! probing! protein! structure! and! their! native!
metal! binding! sites.! NMR! spectroscopy! along!with! XRray! crystallography! is! the! only! technique!
that! is! capable! to! determine!highRresolution!molecular! structures.!NMR! is! particularly! suitable!
for! protein! studies! as! it! permits! the! determination! of! protein! structures! in! solution,! in! near!
native!or!physiological!relevant!conditions.!In!addition,!NMR!has!been!successfully!employed!to!
investigate! proteinRligand! interactions,! thermodynamic! and! kinetic! properties! of! proteins,!
protein!folding,!and!dynamics.!!!
In! NMR! spectra! that! show! backbone! amide! protons,! qualitative! information! regarding! the!
protein!fold!can!be!deduced!from!the!distribution!of!the!chemical!shifts!in!a!protein,!referred!to!
as!chemical!shift!dispersion.!A!wellRdispersed!spectrum!contains!many!different!chemical!shifts,!
which! show! the! nuclei! in! many! different! environments,! as! expected! for! a! protein! containing!
elements! of! secondary! structures! such! as! αRhelix! and! βRsheet! along! with! a! tertiary! fold.!
However,!in!an!unfolded!protein,!all!nuclei!of!similar!chemistries!are!in!similar!environments!and!
therefore,! their! chemical! shifts! are! all! in! the! same! region! of! the! spectrum,! e.g.! in! the! case! of!




explains! the! use! of! twoRdimensional! (2D)! heteronuclear! NMR! spectroscopy! to! investigate! the!
effects! of! Cu(I)! addition! on! protein! fold! and! proteinRmetal! interactions! by! chemical! shift!
perturbation!analyses.! 1HR15NRHSQC! spectra!were!used! for!mapping! conformational! changes! in!













especially! in! the! structure! determination! of! larger! proteins.! These! heteronuclei! occur! in! low!
abundance.!Therefore,!two!strategies!are!employed!to!obtain!information!from!these!nuclei:!!
 Isotopic!enrichment!of!these!nuclei!in!proteins!and!!
 Enhancement! of! the! signal! to! noise! ratio! by! the! use! of! inverse! NMR! experiments! in!
which!the!magnetization!is!transferred!from!protons!to!the!hetero!nucleus.!!
HSQC! (heteronuclear! single! quantum! correlation)! is! one! of! the! most! important! NMR!
experiments.! A! 2D! heteronuclear! single! quantum! correlation! (HSQC)! spectrum,! where!
"heteronuclear"! refers! to! nuclei! other! than! 1H,! has! one! peak! for! each! 1H! bound! to! a!




due! to! the! cyclic!nature!of! its! structure.!A!protein! 1H,15NRHSQC! spectrum!also! contains! signals!




Chemical! shift! perturbation! (CSP,! also! referred! as! chemical! shift! mapping! or! CIS,! or!
complexationRinduced! changes! in! chemical! shift)! is! a! useful! NMR! technique! to! explore! the!
binding! of! small!molecules! or!macromolecules! to! a! 15N! labelled! protein.! In! this! technique! the!
Chapter!5:!Structural!Effects!
!
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small!molecules!or!macromolecules!are!titrated!into!a!labelled!protein!solution!and!!any!effects!
on! the! protein! are! monitored! at! every! stage! of! the! titration! by! recording! a! 1H,15NRHSQC!
spectrum.! Since! chemical! shift! is! very! sensitive! to! structural! changes! and! can! be! measured!





binding! small/macro!molecule! solution,! because! any! change! in! pH! and! salt! concentration! can!
also!affect!especially!amide!proton!chemical!shifts!and!confuse!the!analysis!(Williamson!2013).!!!
Chemical! exchange! has! important! effects! on! what! is! observed! during! a! chemical! shift!




towards! the! position! corresponding! to! the! bound! spectrum! with! the! signal! frequency! at! any!











position% of% bound% and% unbound% chemical% shift.%With% the% increase% in% concentration% of% the% bound%
state%the%intensity%of%unbound%states%decreases.%Figure%partially%adapted%from%Williamson%2013).%
!
For! comparing! two! titration! points,! it! is! often! useful! to! calculate! weighted! chemical! shift!
perturbation!values.!First,!the!chemical!shifts!of!both!1H!and!15N!(in!ppm)!for!each!peak!in!both!





intermediate! exchange,! which! generally! leads! to! lineRbroadening! (and! also! disappearance! of!
peaks).!In!these!cases,!chemical!shift!perturbation!cannot!be!quantified.!
Different! peaks! in! the! same! spectrum! can! display! different! exchange! regimes,! related! to!










































by! comparing! experimental! data! with! the! published! BMRB! entry! as! shown! in! Figure! 5.2)! and!
hence!the!suitability!of!the!protein!for!further!NMR!analysis.!The!nearRcomplete!assignment!of!
Zn4SmtA!resonances!was!achieved!with!the!aid!of!published!1HR15N!data!(Blindauer!et!al.!2001,!
Blindauer! personal! communication).! The! unassigned! peaks! in! the! 1HR15N! HSQC! spectrum! of!
Zn4SmtA!are!due!to!a!contaminating!peptide.!The!residues!(marked!with!asterisks)!2—4,!43,!42,!
50,!51!were!not!observed,!as!reported!in!previous!studies!(Blindauer!et!al.!2001).!!











(A)% Sequence% of% Zn4SmtAMasterisks% indicates% unassigned% residues.% %
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is! one! of! the! residues! forming! the! inert! site! A!which! also! stabilises! the! zincRfinger! fold! of! the!
protein.! Previous! studies! (Blindauer! 2008)! have! shown! that! the! NH! proton! of! this! residue! is!
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residues! that! are! unperturbed! or! only! slightly! perturbed.! Peaks! that! were! not! perturbed! by!
addition!of!Cu(I)!and!peaks,!with!no!neighboring!chemical!shifts,!where!there!was!no!ambiguity!
as! to! the! corresponding! peak! in! the! Zn4SmtA! HSQC! spectrum! were! thus! assigned! in! the!
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1HR15N! HSQC!NMR% spectra! for! Zn4SmtA! and! Cu(I)Rbound! states! are! overlaid! in! Figure! 5.6,! and!
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Inert Site in a Protein Zinc Cluster: Isotope Exchange by High Resolution
Mass Spectrometry
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It is well known that proteins control the local environment of
bound metal ions,1 and hence their thermodynamic and kinetic
properties, for example, redox potentials2,3 and transfer rates.4
Metallothioneins (MTs) appear to play an important role in Zn
homeostasis and the zinc buffer/distribution system.5 Mammalian
MTs contain Zn3Cys9 and Zn4Cys11 clusters,6 and metal exchange
reactions for MTs are usually fast.7 Bacterial MTs possess only a
single zinc cluster,8 Zn4Cys9His2 in the case of the cyanobacterial
MT SmtA (Figure 1).9,10 We have investigated Zn exchange
reactions of Zn4-SmtA by a new method using stable isotope
labeling combined with Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance
mass spectrometry (FT-ICR-MS). We show that the Zn4 cluster of
SmtA, in contrast to the structurally analogous cluster of mammalian
MT, contains a kinetically inert Zn site, a feature which can be
related to its secondary and tertiary structure, and which is of
potential importance to its biological function.
Gentle ionization by electrospray (ESI) has previously been
exploited for MTs,11 and in combination with FT-ICR-MS12 it is a
powerful tool for the analysis of metalloproteins.13 Deconvoluted
ESI-FT-ICR spectra of Zn4-SmtA containing Zn isotopes in natural
abundance14 and with 93% enrichment15 with 67Zn are compared
in Figure 2. The observed experimental masses of the most intense
isotopic peaks in Figure 2A and B (5862.95 and 5868.81 Da,
respectively) are in good agreement with calculated values (5863.00
and 5869.00 Da: deviations of 8.5 and 32 ppm, respectively).
The effects of sotope enrichment are pronounced. Exchange of
all four Zn atoms causes an increase in mass of the most abundant
peak by 6 Da, and the isotopic envelope becomes much narrower
(Figure 2B).
To investigate Zn exchange behavior, we incubated natural
abundance Zn4-SmtA with 67ZnCl2 for various time intervals at 310
K, removed unbound Zn2+ by rapid gel filtration (ca. 3 min), and
analyzed the product by FT-ICR-MS.16 The amount of exchanged
Zn at each time point was determined by comparing the experi-
mental data to modeled isotope envelopes for Znx-467ZnxSmtA
(x ) 1-4, in 0.25 Zn intervals), taking into account the isotopic
compositions of both natural abundance Zn and the 67Zn-enriched
67ZnCl2 used14,15 (see Figure S2).
Crucially, the FT-ICR-MS measurements allow direct determi-
nation of the metal:protein ratio, without the need for separate
measurements of metal and protein concentrations, as is necessary
in radioisotope studies, while simultaneously confirming the identity
of the intact metal-protein complex.
We find that initial Zn exchange is fast (ca. 1.4 Zn exchanged
after 1 h, see Figure S3) as expected for metallothioneins,7a but
most interesting is the extent of 67Zn incorporation at equilibrium.
If exchange occurred at all four Zn sites, the maximum achievable
incorporation of 67Zn with a 10-fold excess of 93% enriched 67Zn
would be 3.6 67Zn per mol SmtA. We observed a maximum
incorporation of 2.75 67Zn (Figure 2C) after 99 h of incubation,
close to the value of 2.7 67Zn calculated for exchange at only three
sites. This implies that one of the four sites in the Zn4 cluster (Figure
1B) is inert to exchange, a result consistent with our previous 111Cd
† University of Edinburgh.
‡ University of Newcastle.
Figure 1. (A) 3D structure of Zn4-SmtA (PDB 1JJD) showing elements
of secondary structure around site A. The amide proton of Cys32 forms an
H-bond to the sulfur of Cys9, which accounts for the extraordinary low-
field shift of its 1H resonance (10.01 ppm). The tertiary arrangement of the
helix and sheet is further stabilized by the CH-π interaction between Ala37
and Tyr31. (B) The Zn4Cys9His2 cluster of Zn4-SmtA.
Figure 2. Deconvoluted ESI-FT-ICR mass spectra and modeled mass
envelopes (red circles) of (A) natural abundance Zn4-SmtA (first model
circle is 1 Da below monoisotopic peak), (B) 93%-enriched 67Zn4-SmtA,
and (C) Zn4-SmtA reacted with a 10-fold molar excess (with respect to
Zn) of 67ZnCl2 for 99 h at 310 K, and model for exchange of 2.75 Zn.
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It! can! be! observed! that! the! cross! peaks! corresponding! to! the! Zn4SmtA! species! diminish! in!
intensity!upon!addition!of!the!first!molar!equivalent!of!Cu(I).!Notably,! the!Zn4SmtA!species!has!
almost! completely! disappeared! after! addition! of! the! third! equivalent,! which! is! in! good!






52,! and! R54,! and! HisR40! and! HisR49,! involved! in!metal! binding! sites! B,! C! and! D,! diminished! in!
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It! may! be! concluded! that! with! Cu(I)! titration! of! Zn4SmtA! (Figure! 5.6)! and! formation! of!













































Addition! of! the! sixth! equivalent! of! Cu(I)! led! to! the! complete! disappearance! of! all! remaining!
resonances.!The!overall!extent!of!the!perturbations! induced!by!the!addition!of!four!mol.!eq.!of!
Cu(I)! are! illustrated! in! Figure! 5.10.! It! is! clear! that! significant! chemical! shift! perturbations! are!
observed! in! the!metal!binding!region!of!SmtA!upon!binding!of!Cu(I).!The!standard!deviation!of!
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CysR32! along! with! residues! ArgR26,! TyrR30,! TyrR31,! GluR12! and! CysR52! were! perturbed! very!
significantly.! The! residues! involved! in! binding! are!mapped! and! highlighted! on! to! the! Zn4SmtA!
solution!structure!as!shown!in!Figure!5.11!which!displays!binding!of!Cu(I)!induced!perturbation!of!
some! regions! in! the! protein! near! metal! cluster.! Specifically! residues! that! make! up! the! metal!










































































































of! Cu(I)! with! SmtA! leads,! eventually,! to! structural! disorder! irrespective! of! whether! the!
corresponding! species! (fully! CuRsubstituted! SmtA)! are! generated! by! mass! action! or! by!
reconstitution!as!discussed!in!Chapter!3.!The!fact!that!all!signals!of!the!protein!NH!protons!were!
subject! to!broadening!suggests! that! the!whole!molecule!was!affected!by!Cu(I)!binding!above!5!
mol! equivalents.! A! similar! effect!was! observed! for! the! interaction! of! Cu(I)! in! the! study! of! the!
metal! thiolate!clusters! in!both!domains!of!vertebrate!ZnRmetallothionein!(Dolderer!et!al.!2007)!
and!NRterminal!domain!of!neuronal!growth! inhibitory! factor! (Faller!and!Vašák!1997).!However,!
since! the! entire! C! terminus! (which! includes! residues! for! binding! sites! B,C! and! D)! became!
significantly! perturbed! already! in! the! early! stages! of! the! titration,! it! was! not! possible! to!
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presence! of! Zn(II)! in! site! A! is! highly! likely! for! up! to! five! Cu(I)! added,! as! the! zincRfinger! fold!
residues!are!still!observable.!!





This! section! details! the! use! of! nuclear!magnetic! resonance!methods! of! 111Cd(II)! to! probe!Cu(I)!
exchange! of! Cd4SmtA! (see! also! Chapter! 4,! Figure! 4.8).! To! probe! the! ligand! coordination!
chemistry!of!bio!metals,!the!native!metal!ion!may!be!replaced!isoRstructurally!with!another!metal!





silent! nature! of! Zn(II)! with! filled! dRshell! (Maret! 2004)! and! EXAFS! is! not! useful! to! investigate!
individual!metal! ions! in!polynuclear! clusters! (PhD!Thesis,! Leszczyszyn!2008)! and!unsuitable! for!
determining!connectivities.!However!cadmium!has!been!shown!to!replace!zinc!isoRstructurally!in!
bacterial!SmtA!used!in!this!present!study!(Blindauer!et!al.!2001,!Blindauer!2008).!Moreover,!the!
chemical! shifts!of!cadmium!nuclei!are!significantly!perceptive! to! the!coordination!environment!
i.e.,! geometry,! bond! lengths,! coordinating! ligands,! and! neighbouring! metal! ions,! as! shown!
previously! in! Zn/Cd! exchange! reactions! (Blindauer! 2001! and! 2008).! Therefore,! these! relatively!
similar! cadmium! ions! in! metallothionein! polynuclear! sites! may! be! distinguished! which! makes!
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by!Cd(II)!has!no!discernible!effect!on!protein!dynamics,!a!conclusion!which!was!based!on!the!fact!
that!all! residues!observed! for!Zn4SmtA!were!also!observed! for!Cd4SmtA! (Blindauer!et!al.!2001,!





shift% difference%between%backbone%HN%protons%of% Cd% and% Zn%bound% SmtA.% (Blindauer% et% al% 2008,%
Blindauer%personal%communication).%%
!
The! difference! in! chemical! shifts! of! several! backbone! NH! and! CH(α)! resonances! for! residues!
linked!to!the!cluster!structure!arise!from!small!changes!in!the!backbone!conformation!due!to!the!
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5.5.1 Preparation%of%111Cd4SmtA%%
111Cd4SmtA! was! prepared! by! reconstitution! of! apoRSmtA! with! 111Cd(II)! ions! following! the!



































































%(A)% 111Cd4SmtA% prepared% by% reconstitution% of% apoMSmtA%with%
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Chapter!5:!Structural!Effects!
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Table%5:1%chemical%shifts%for%1D%111Cd%NMR%of%Cd4SmtA%
Comparison% of% published% chemical% shift% (BMRB)% of% 111Cd4SmtA% with% the% experimental% chemical%
shifts.%






















To! explore! how! Cu(I)! is! allocated! among! the! clusters! of! bacterial!metallothionein,! 111Cd4SmtA!
was!titrated!with!Cu(I),!which!is!experimentally!demanding!due!to!the!airRsensitivity!of!Cu(I)!and!
CuRMTs!to!oxidation!when!compared!to!ZnRCdRMTs.!Strict!anaerobic!conditions!were!required!to!
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Cu(I),! three!new! resonances! (termed! tentatively!A*,!C*! and!D*)!were!observed!at! 686.9!ppm,!





prominent! species! in! the! ESIRMS! spectrum! for! 2! equivalent! was! Cd3Cu2.! ,! The! identity! of! the!



























Cd(II),!and! that!up! to!six!equivalents!of!Cu(I)!were!needed! in!order! to!displace!all!of! the!Cd(II)!
from!Cd4SmtA!R!coinciding!with!the!complete!loss!of!resolved!NH!resonances!in!the!1H,15N!HSQC!
spectrum!of!Zn4SmtA!after!addition!of! six!eq.!Cu(I).! In!addition,! the!aggregation!of! the! formed!
600650700 ppm





































Heteronuclear! twoRdimensional! NMR! (1HR111Cd! HSQC)! of! 111CdRsubsituted! metallothioneins!
provide! information! on! identity! of! coordinating! ligands! through! scalar! couplings! between! the!
111Cd(II)! ion! and! protons! of! amino! acid! ligands! such! as! cysteine,! histidine,! carboxylates! and!
methionine! (Armitage! et! al.! 1987).! The! heteronuclear! threeRbond! couplings! between! each!
111Cd(II)! ion! and! the! β! protons! of! their! cysteine! ligands! is! vital! in! the! determination! of! the!
solution!structure!by!two!dimensional!methods!(Wüthrich!1991).!!
The! formation! of! heterometallic! cluster! species! is! well! defined! for! Zn/CdRMTs! (Otvos! and!





with! 1HR1H! 2D! TOCSY! and! NOESY! (see! Appendix).! Figure! 5.17! displays! the! full! 1HR111Cd! HSQC!














of! published! chemical! shifts! (Blindauer! et! al! 2001,! Blindauer! personal! communication).! This!
allows!the!identification!of!metalRcysteine!connectivities!and!hence!the!characteristics!of!metal!
binding! sites.! The! spectra! for! the! Cu(I)! addition! of! two! and! three! equivalents! to! Cd4SmtA! is!
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ppm!(from!713!to!687!ppm!for!site!A),!by!–15!ppm!(from!592!to!577!for!site!C),!and!by!+3.2!ppm!











MHz,% 3J% =% 35% Hz)% produced% after% stepMwise% addition% of% (A)% two% and% (B)% three% eq.% of% Cu(I)% to%
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In!summary,!the!HSQC!analysis!has!clearly!revealed!that!the!Cd(II)!ion!in!the!Cys4!site!B!is!the!first!






studies,! which! demonstrate! that! about! six! to! seven! Cu(I)! equivalents! added! to! Zn(II)4SmtA! or!
Cd(II)4SmtA!displace! all! four! divalent!metal! ions! from! the!metal! binding! cluster.! !However! the!







of!Cd4SmtA!on!Cu(I)!addition!analysed!by!ESIRMS! in! the!previous!chapter.!Together! these!data!















also!broadly! in! agreement!with! the!ESIRMS!data,!which!however! also! showed! the!pronounced!








such! species! at! any! given! point.! Following! the! addition! of! six! equivalents! of! Cu(I),! all! NMR!
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The! 111Cd! 1D!NMR! titration! data! show! that! for! up! to! five! equivalents! of! added! Cu(I),! Cd(II)! is!
displaced!from!the!protein!and!becomes!a!constituent!of!one!or!more!mixed!metal!clusters!as!
also!clear!from!ESIRMS!data!from!chapter!4.!Since!the!environments!of!the!Cd(II)!are!no! longer!
the!same!as! the! initial!M4Rcluster,! the!three!metal! resonances! (A,!B,!and!C)!disappear!and!two!
new!resonances! (A*!and!C*!along!with!slight! shift!of! site!D)!appear! from!the!Cd(II)! ions! in! the!
mixed! metal! cluster! species.! Similar! CuRCdRmixed! metal! clusters! have! also! been! reported!
elsewhere!(Li!and!Otvos!1996).!Further!addition!of!Cu(I)!leads!to!complete!disappearance!of!the!
new! resonances! as! the!mixed!metal! cluster! species! are! replaced! by! Cu(I),! and! Cd(II)! ions! are!
completely!eliminated!from!the!protein.!!




i.e.,! the! 111Cd! 1D! NMR! resonances! from! Cd4Rcluster! were! abolished! after! addition! of! two!
equivalents!of!Cu(I)!with!a!similar!set!of!new!resonances!appearing!on!further!addition!of!Cu(I).!!
5.9 Summary%and%conclusion%
The! Cu(I)! titrations! of! ! Zn4SmtA! ! (ESIRMS)! showed! the! formation! of! mixed!metal! species! and!
unfolding! of! protein! (1HR15N! 2D!NMR)! on! addition! of! up! to! five! Cu(I)! equivalents!with! the! full!
replacement!of!Zn(II)!on!seven!Cu(I)!equivalents.!1HR111Cd!NMR!provided!information!about!site!
specific!replacement!of!Cd(II)!from!Cd4SmtA.!!
The! ability! to! replace! Zn(II)! or! Cd(II)! by! Cu(I)! did! not! come! as! a! surprise! since! the! association!
constants! for! these!metals! are! known! to!decrease! in! the!order! Cu>Cd>Zn.!Metal! coordination!
with!cysteines!in!different!sequence!positions!within!metal!clusters!has!clear!effects!on!protein!
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protein!structure! (Good!et!al!1991).!The!magnitude!of! the!perturbation!of! the!metallothionein!
structure,! induced! by! binding! of! Cu(I),! was! illustrated! by! the! complete! loss! of! resolved!
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The! NMR! and! ESIRMS! data! (Chapter! 4)! have! provided! an! insight! into! the! composition! and!
stoichiometries! of!M(I)/M(II)RmixedRmetal! clusters! in! SmtA,! along!with! information! on! protein!
folding.! Since! SmtA! is! a! native! Zn(II)! binding! metallothionein,! addition! of! Cu(I)! caused! major!


























as! critical! microbial! virulence! determinants! (Ward! et! al.! 2008,! Wolschendorf! et! al.! 2011,!
Samanovic!et!al.!2012).!!!
Mycobacterial!metallothionein!(MymT)!is!a!copper!binding!metallothionein!from!Mycobacterium!
tuberculosis! and! is! important! in! protecting! the! bacterium! against! copper! toxicity! (Gold! et! al.!
2008,! Festa! et! al.! 2011).! The! biochemical! characterization! carried! out! by!Gold! et! al! suggested!
that!this!protein!binds!up!to!six!Cu(I)!ions!and!stepwise!addition!of!Cu(I)!ions!resulted!in!species!
between! four! and! five! Cu(I)! ions! bound! to!MymT.!However,! the! published! luminescence! data!






characterization!of! the!CuRMymT!complex(es)!would!be!desirable! to! significantly! shed! light!on!
metal!binding!and!effects!of!histidine!residues!in!CuRMTs!.!
An!expression!system!for!MymT!could!not!be!established,!although!attempts!were!made!to!subR
clone! a! synthetic! mymT! gene! into! a! pET! vector! (Appendix! A6).! Therefore,! the! experiments!














as! the! seven!cysteine! residues! in! the!peptide!may! lead! to!difficulties!during!HPLC!purification.!
The! peptide! was! first! resuspended! in! buffer! containing! 4%! of! the! reducing! agent! βR



















%(A)% Full% scan% ESIMToFMMS% spectrum% shows% charge% state% species% of% apoMMymT.% (B)% Deconvoluted%
spectrum%for%+1%masses%of%predominant%species%shows%MymT%with%terminal%methionine.%25%µM%of%
























































































The! Cu(I)! reconstitution! experiment! for!MymT! followed! the!methods! developed! in! chapter! 3!
(section!3.2).!ApoRMymT! (synthetic!peptide,!Figure!6.2)!was! reconstituted!with!Cu(I),!prepared!
under! strict! anaerobic! conditions! by! in! situ! reduction!with!βME.! ESIRMS!was! used! in! order! to!






%(A)% Full% scan% ESIMToFMMS% spectrum% shows% charge% state% species% of% Cu(I)% reconstituted% MymT%
prepared%under%strict%anaerobic%conditions.%Deconvoluted%spectrum%for%+1%masses%of%predominant%






respective! mass! of! 5375.66! Da,! which! may! correspond! to! Cu5MymT! with! a! theoretical! mass!






















































































































ESIRMS! is! crucial! for!evaluating! the!metallation!of!MymT!on!Cu(I)!addition.! In! this! regard,!apoR
MymT!was!titrated!with! incremental!addition!of!Cu(I)!under!strict!anaerobic!conditions!at!near!
neutral!pH!6.9!and!was!analyzed!via!ESIRMS.!Figure!6.5!displays!the!+4!charge!state!from!mass!
spectra! of! stepRwise! incremental! addition! of! Cu(I)! to! apoRMymT! acquired! for! the! species!
observed.!!
The! addition! of! the! first! equivalent! of! Cu(I)! gave! rise! to! a! very! prominent! Cu5RMymT! species!
along!with!Cu1MymT!and! apoRMymT.! The! two! species,! apoRMymT!and!Cu5MymT,! coexisted! in!
solution!at!1R4!equivalents,!however!the!fourth!equivalent!of!Cu(I)!resulted!in!Cu5MymT!as!the!
major! species! along! with! lower! intensity! peaks! for! apoRMymT,! Cu1MymT,! and! Cu4MymT! as!
shown! in! Figure! 6.5.! Addition! of! the! fifth! Cu(I)! equivalent! produced! a! range! of! species! i.e.,!
Cu2MymT,! Cu4MymT,! and! Cu5MymT,! along! with! heavily! loaded! Cu7MymT! and! Cu8MymT.! The!
much!higher!noise! levels!of!this!and!the!subsequent!spectra!may!suggest!the! loss!of!sample!at!
higher! Cu(I):peptide! ratios.! This!may! be! because! of! protein! aggregation! and/or! air! sensitivity.!
These!samples!were!not!tested!by!ICPROES!due!to!limited!amount!of!sample.!Although!Cu5MymT!
was! the! major! and! rather! consistent! species! during! the! entire! course! of! the! Cu(I)! titration,!
Cu7MymT!and!Cu8MymT!were!also!detected!after!addition!of!six!and!seven!equivalents!of!Cu(I).!
In!contrast,! the!Cu6MymT!species!was!only!abundant! in!one!spectrum,!after!addition!of!6!mol.!








ESI% mass% spectra% for% titration% of% ApoMMymT% (25%µM% solution% in% 10%mM% ammonium% bicarbonate%
buffer%with%10%%methanol%at%pH%6.9)%with%Cu(I).%%Only%the%+4%charge%state%is%shown.%Aliquots%of%Cu(I)%
were%added%to%the%protein%as%1,%2,%3,%4,%5,%6%and%7%equivalents.%The%colored%blocks%follow%the%metal%
binding% and% show% the% formation% of% new% species% with% the% addition% of% Cu(I).% (Experimental% and%
theoretical%m/z%values%are%provided%in%Appendix%A9).%
!
The! most! important! observation! resulting! from! these! data! was! the! cooperative! formation! of!
Cu5MymT! at! Cu(I)! to! peptide! ratios! of! 1R4:1.! ! Cooperative! binding! is! caused! if! the! number! of!
occupied!binding!sites!of!protein!is!a!nonRlinear!function!of!the!metal’s!concentration!that!can!be!
due! to! the! affinity! for! the! metal! depending! on! the! amount! of! metal! bound.! In! this! regard,!
Cu5MymT!already!formed!after!addition!of!the!first!equivalent!of!Cu(I)!and!remained!as!the!most!






after!6!mol.!eq.! If! this!species!has!a!special!stability,!as!suggested!by!the!data! in!the!preceding!
spectra,!then!its!low!abundance!in!the!presence!of!significant!and!almost!equal!quantities!of!the!
Cu4! and! the! Cu6! species! is! distinctly! odd,! as! the! latter! two! could! “combine”! to! form! similar!
amounts!of! the!Cu5! species.! It!may!be! that! there!were!unknown!problems!or!differences!with!
either!preparation!or!measurement!for!this!sample.!




















!It! is! notable! that! also! in! the! published! spectra,! an! increase! in! noise! is! visible! at! higher!
Cu(I):peptide!ratios.!Some!of!the!dominating!species!are!observed!in!either!study,!but!otherwise,!










At! this! point,! it! is! difficult! to! explain! these! discrepancies.! The! only! notable! difference! in!
experimental!conditions!was!the!buffer!used!(10!mM!NH4HCO3!in!this!study,!and!50!mM!NH4Ac!
in! the! published! study),! and! the! instrumentation.! These! observations! may! serve! as! a! caveat!
when!using!ESIRMS!as!the!only!technique.!
6.3.1 Metal%to%Cysteine%stoichiometry%and%histidine%coordination%
The! stoichiometries!of!CuRMTs!have!been!problematic! in! the!past.! The! stoichiometries!of!Cu7R!
and!Cu8R!have!been!debated!for!copper!binding!MT!(Cup1)!from!Saccharomyces!cerevisiae.!Cup1!
from!Saccharomyces!cerevisiae! contains! twelve!cysteines!accommodating!eight!Cu(I)! ions! in! its!





species! (Cobine!et! al.! 2004).!Cysteine! residues!are! the!main! contributors! to! the!metalRthiolate!
interactions!leading!to!formation!of!metalRclusters!in!all!MTs!along!with!involvement!of!histidine!
in! some! cases.! The! contribution! of! histidine! ligands! in! stabilizing! the! metal! cluster! has! been!
previously! reported! in! cyanobacterial! metallothionein! SmtA! with! metal! cluster! Zn4Cys9His2.!
Histidine! residues! in! SmtA! play! important! roles! in! stability! of! protein! fold! and! reducing! the!
charge!of! the!metal!cluster,!and!are! involved! in!refining!the!reactivity!of! the!bound!metal! ions!
(Blindauer!et!al.!2007).!!!






the! cysteine! residues! as! sole! coordinating! residues! (Berger! et! al.! 1997,! Bertini! et! al.! 2000,!
Calderone!et!al.!2005).!Nevertheless,! the!histidine! residue! in!HpCuMT! from!Helix!pomatia!was!
reported! to! increase! the! copper!binding!ability!of! this!particular!CuMT,!which!may! specify! the!
role! of! histidine! to! enhance! copper! binding! ability! and! copper! release,! essential! for! copper!
transfer! to! other! biomolecules! requiring! copper! (PérezRRafael! et! al.! 2013).! For! Cu5MymT,! the!
metal! cluster! composition!of!Cu5Cys7! is!proposed!as! seven! cysteines!are! sufficient! to!bind! five!
Cu(I)!ions!without!involvement!of!His!residues,!as!discussed!below.!!
It! is! possible! to! predict! the! number! of!metal! ions! bound! in! fully! loaded!MT! species! from! the!









N.#crassa# Cu6Cys7! 1:1.2! Cobine!et.al!2004!
S.#cerevisiae# Cu8Cys12! 1:1.5! Calderone!et.al!2005!




























this! analysis! indicates! that! it! is! not! necessary! to! invoke! His! coordination! for! the! Cu5MymT!
species.!For!a!Cu6!species,!the!values!are!1.2!for!CysRonly!coordination!(the!same!ratio!as!for!the!



















Circular! dichroism! (CD)! was! used! as! an! independent! method! to! check! the! holo! protein!
conformation! at! lower! concentrations.! The! CD! spectrum! of! Cu5MymT! (Figure! 6.7)! shows! a!
negative!band! at! 197!nm!and! a! slight! positive! band!with! a!maximum!at! 230!nm! (as! shown! in!




































































shown! in! Figure! 6.8B,! which! suggests! a! partially! folded! structure! when! compared! to,! for!
example,!the!spectrum!for!folded!Cd4SmtA!(Figure!6.8A).!By!using!the!chemical!shifts!for!the!NH!
and! methyl! groups,! the! protein! fold! can! be! assessed.! For! example,! “ring! current! shifts”! are!
caused!when! the!methyl! groups! are! shifted! from! their! random! coil! position! via! spatially! close!
aromatic!groups,!although!in!the!case!of!MTs!with!fewer!aromatic!residues!(Phe,!Tyr!and!Trp)!it!
is!harder! to!assess! the! fold!by!methyl!group!dispersion.!The!backbone!amide!protons! (NH)!are!
















ca.% 7.5M8.5% ppm% and% methyl% groups% between% 0.8–1.2% ppm% are% highlighted% and% can% be% used% to%
qualitatively% assess% the% “foldedness”% of% a% protein.% The% 1D% 1H% spectrum% of% copper% reconstituted%
MymT%(Cu5MymT)%was%recorded%for%a%0.5%mM%sample%in%50%mM%Tris%[D11],%50%mM%NaCl,%pH%7.4,%on%


































































In! order! to! improve! the! resolution! and! gain!more! information! from! the! spectra,! 1D! 1H! NMR!
spectra!were!recorded!at!various!temperatures!ranging!from!10!°C!to!45!°C.!This!is!also!helpful!






























From! the! spectra! obtained! (Figure! 6.9)! it! was! observed! that! there! was! relatively! little!




A! difference!was! observed! though!when! going! from!35! °C! to! 10! °C!where! the! resolution!was!
seen! to! decrease! slightly.! At! 10! °C! there! were! also! some! new! peaks! around! 6.7! ppm! but! in!
















prepared% in% 50% mM% Tris% [D11],% 50% mM% NaCl% with% 10%% D2O% (pH% 7.4),% recorded% on% 500% MHz%
Spectrometer% (Bruker,% Avance% II)% at% 35% °C.% The% whole% molecule% seems% to% be% affected% by% Cu(I)%
addition% with% the% decrease% in% both% signal% dispersion% and% spectra% quality% with% the% increasing%
amounts% of% Cu(I).% The%most% prominent% region% is% highlighted% and% show% the% random% coil% shifts% of%
backbone%protons.%
!
There! is! a! difference! of! concentration! when! comparing! ESIRMS! and! 1D! NMR! samples,! but!
considerable!information!can!be!gained!by!combining!information!from!the!two!techniques.!ESIR













may! also! pertain! to! a! mixture! of! species.! Similar! considerations! can! be! made! for! other!
Cu(I):protein! ratios.! Since!however! the!1D!NMR!spectra!do!at!no!point! reveal! the!presence!of!
two!or!three!different!sets!of!peaks,!their!appearance!indicates!intermediate!to!fast!exchange,!as!
judged! from! the! increase! in! line! broadening! with! increasing! Cu(I)! equivalents.! It! is! likely! that!
several! exchange! processes! overlap,! including! exchange! between! differentially! metallated!
species,! and! configurational! and! conformational! exchange! within! particular! metallospecies!
(Faller!et!al.!1999, Roschitzki!and!Vašák 2002,!Faller!2010).!
6.5.2 2D%1H%NMR%of%Cu5MymT%
2D! 1HR1H! TOCSY! and! 1HR1H! NOESY! were! employed! that! may! provide! further! information! on!
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Overlay% of% 1HM1H% TOCSY% (red)% and% NOESY% (blue)% spectra% of% Cu5MymT% showing% the% region% for%
aromatic%and%NH%side%chains.%However%no%His%residues%are%observed.%
!
There!are! two!Tyr! residues!and!one!Asn! residue! in! the!MymT!sequence.!Only!one!set!of! cross!
peaks!likely!to!pertain!to!Tyr!δ!and!ε protons!was!observed,!indicating!a!lack!of!dispersion!due!to!




Figure! 6.8).! Inspection! of! the! region! for! aromatic! sideRchain! protons! of! 2D! TOCSY! and!NOESY!
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From! the! titration! data! (Figure! 6.10)! it! can! be! assumed! that! the! presence! of! Cu(I)! led! to!




The! displacement! of! copper! ions! by! BCS! was! followed! by! the! increase! in! absorbance! due! to!



































Cu(I)Rreconstituted! MymT! was! prepared! and! preliminary! characterization! was! done.! The!




Cu(I)! binding! could! not! be! revealed,! the!metal! cluster! composition! of! Cu5Cys7! is! proposed! for!
MymT,! since! coordination! to! all! seven! Cys! residues! is! sufficient! to! bind! five! Cu(I)! ions! with! a!
metal! to!Cys! ratio! of! 1:1.4.! 1D! and!2D! 1H!NMR! spectra! indicated!disordered!protein! structure!






One!of! the!most! important! factors!may! still! be! the! sample!preparation!method.!Although! the!
sample! was! prepared! anaerobically,! there! may! still! be! the! possibility! of! oxidization! or!
paramagnetism!caused!by! resulting!Cu(II)! in! the!solution! leading! to!broadness!of! signals! in! the!
NMR! spectra.! There! is! however! still! the! possibility! that! a! betterRfolded,! and/or! less! dynamic!
protein!can!be!obtained!by!changing!the!buffer!composition!and!pH.! !The!exchange!rate!of!NH!



















under! strict! anaerobic! conditions.! The! successful! reconstitution! of! apoRSmtA! produced!
monomeric! Cu7SmtA! as! the! predominant! species.! The! comparison! of! the! isotopic!

















metal! release! and! effects! of! Cu(I)! binding! on! protein! fold!were! not! established! by! these!
studies.!1D!and!2D!1H!NMR!spectroscopy!techniques!were!used!for!this!purpose.!A!1D!1H!
NMR! spectrum! of! Cu7SmtA! showed! shifting! of! backbone! NH! peaks! towards! random! coil!




TOCSY! and! NOESY! NMR! spectra! were! acquired! for! Cu7SmtA.! Both! spectra! produced! a!
number! of! cross! peaks! corresponding! to! JRtype! spin! system.! The! NH2! and! aromatic! side!
chain! protons! of! Asn! and! Tyr! residues! displayed! prominent! cross! peaks,! but! lacked!
dispersion.! A! total! of! 9! residues! were! spotted! in! the! fingerprint! region! of! the! TOCSY!
spectrum.!However,!it!was!not!possible!to!assign!the!residues!in!the!fingerprint!region!due!
to! a! scarcity! of! corresponding! crossRpeaks! in! NOESY! spectra.! There! was! an! interesting!
finding!of!some!less!disordered!residues,!potentially!pertaining!to!the!sequence!N17RV18R
D19RP20RS21,!which! is!a!short!β!strand!followed!by!a! loop.!This!region! is!distant!from!the!
metal! binding! cluster! and! may! order! itself! independent! of! the! metal! present! in! the!


















to! SmtA,! although! the! closeness! of! the! masses! of! zinc! and! copper! did! not! allow! an!
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Table! 7.2! summarizes! the! results! from! the! titration! with! Ag(I).! The! formation! of! mixed!






Although! Zn(II)! was! eventually! completely! replaced! by! Ag(I),! the! persistence! of! the! Zn1!
species! suggests! that! at! least! in! the! highlyRloaded!M7! and!M8! species,! some! inertness! is!
retained.! The! remaining! last! Zn! in! the! cluster! may! correspond! to! the! zinc! finger! site! A,!
which! has! previously! been! shown! to! be! inert! towards! metal! exchange,! and! holds! the!
protein!structure!together.!!
Since! Cd4SmtA! has! been! previously! shown! to! have! a! similar! structure! like! the! native!










did! not! contain! an! inert! site.! Notably,! no! Cd1Cu6! or! Cd1Cu7! species! were! observed,!
contrasting!with!the!Ag/Zn!data.!
Both! Cd/Cu! and! Zn/Ag! titrations! indicated! that! there! were! several! M5! and! M6! species,!
namely!M(II)3M(I)2!and!M(II)2M(I)3!!for!M5,!and!M(II)3M(I)3!and!M(II)2M(I)4!for!M6.!Whether!






fold! upon! the! addition! of! the! fourth! equivalent! of! Cu(I),! although! at! lower! ratios,! the!






MS!analysis!also! suggested! formation!of!a!Cd2Cu4! species,!but!no! specific! information!on!
















for! its! metal! cluster! composition! and! protein! fold! was! reported.! The! anaerobic!
reconstitution!with!Cu(I)!produced!predominantly!Cu5MymT.!The!cooperative!formation!of!
Cu5MymT!was! revealed!by! incremental! addition!of! Cu(I)! to! the! apoRMymT!peptide!when!
the! species! formed! were! monitored! by! ESIRMS.! This! confirmed! the! composition! of! the!
Cu5Cys7!metal!cluster!with!a!metal!to!cysteine!ratio!of!1:1.4,!with!cysteine!sufficient!as!the!
sole!contributor!to!metal!binding.!!
The!addition!of!Cu(I)! to!MymT!caused!signal!broadening!and!a! loss!of!dispersion! in!1D!1H!
NMR!spectra.!2D!1H!NMR!spectra!showed!only!few!crossRpeaks!for!residues,!mostly!in!the!
random! coil! region.! A! total! of! 15NH! resonances! were! identified! for! this! protein.! The! CD!
spectrum!of! Cu5MymT!was! consistent!with! a! random! coil! structure.! In! consequence,! the!





and! structure! determination! of! corresponding! heterometallic! species! will! give! deeper!








protein!with! reasonable! signal! dispersion! in! the! finger! print! region.! ! Peaks!were! already!
assigned!to!the!TOCSY!spectrum!but!it!would!be!desirable!to!acquire!the!corresponding!2D!
NOESY! spectrum!of! the! same! species.! This!would! help! in! the! structure! determination! of!
such!mixed!metal!species.!In!addition,!the!modeling!of!the!mixed!species!may!provide!some!
information!on!their!biological!relevance.!!







expression! construct! would! be! highly! desirable.! Furthermore,! once! the! expression!
construct!is!available,!it!would!facilitate!to!establish!the!CuRthionein!character!of!protein,!in!
terms!of!studying!expression!and!“in!vivo”!(in!the!heterologous!host!E.!coli)!metallation!in!
the!presence!of!different!metal! ions! (as!shown!for!SmtA! in!Chapter!3).! In!addition,! it!will!
also!allow!the!expression!of!MymT!in! isotopically! labelled!minimal!media,!which! is!critical!
for!NMR!sample!preparation!and!essential!for!structural!determination!of!MymT.!!
7.2.2.2 NMR%structure%elucidation%of%MymT%
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Figure% 9.1% Physical% map% of% pBSK%MTCUM% A% synthetic%MymT% gene% was% cloned% into% SmaI% digested%
pBluescript%II%SK%by%ATG%biosynthesis.%
The%synthetic%MymT%(MTCU)%gene,%cloned%in%pBSK%vector%to%creat%MTCU_pBSK%was%purchased%from%
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Table% 9:5% Experimental% and% theoretical% masses% of% species% observed% for% ApoMMymT% after% Cu(I)%
addition.%
The%masses%given%are%for%the%neutral%species.%%
Species! Experimental ! (m/z) ! Theoretical ! (m/z)!
ApoMT! 5058.16! 5059.16!
Cu1MymT! 5122! 5122.66!
Cu2MymT! 5178.8! 5184.6!
Cu3MymT! 5266.8! 5246.6!
Cu4MymT! 5310.84! 5309.16!
Cu5MymT! 5375.8! 5371.6!
Cu6MymT! 5436.8! 5434!
Cu7MymT! 5498.6! 5496.5!
Cu8MymT! 5559.56! 5559!
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